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President J. Reuben Clark, Jr., spent his professional ca­
reer, spanning some twenty-seven years, as an international 
lawyer.1 From the time of his graduation from the Columbia 
Law School in 1906 and his appointment as assistant Solicitor 
(an assistant legal adviser in the Department of State) in
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“President Clark's service assignments under seven presidents: 
THEODORE ROOSEVELT; Assistant Solicitor for the Department of 
State, 1906-1910.
W ILLIAM H OW ARD TAFT: Solicitor for the Department of State, 
1910-1913; Member of Committee to Report on Assistance of Red Cross 
Societies in Civil Warfare, 1911; Counsel for the United States before 
Tribunal of Arbitration between the United States and Great Britain; 
Chairman of American Preparatory Committee for the Third Hague Con­
ference and Member of the Conference, 1912.
W O O D R O W  W ILSON: Special Counsel for the United States before 
the British-American Claims Arbitration Tribunal, 1913 ; Counsel in Charge
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the same year, to his appointment as second counselor in the 
First Presidency in 1933 following his resignation as Ambassa­
dor to Mexico, President Clark devoted himself almost exclu­
sively to the problems of international law. His experience 
during these years developed in him a concern for particular 
issues which remain central to a determination of the nature of 
the international system,
Basic to the other major international issues upon which 
President Clark worked as an international lawyer was his 
conception of an optimum international system. He opposed 
any system which by alliance, intervention, balance of power, 
or particular international institution sought to accomplish 
big-power domination of smaller states, the enforcement of 
peace by the major powers, or the forcible perpetuation of the 
status quo. Upon this ground he opposed the techniques em­
ployed at earlier times in history by the "Grand Design” of 
Elizabedi I and Henry IV, the Congress of Vienna and the 
Holy Alliance, and the enforcement provisions of the Covenant 
of the League of Nations as well as those other provisions 
of the Versailles settlement which he thought maintained the 
position of France, and to a lesser extent those of Great 
Britain and Russia, at the expense of conquered Germany.
His views of the proper place for the United States in 
world affairs stemmed both from his perception of the ideal 
international system and from his understanding of the par­
ticular role this country had played and had yet to perform 
according to Mormon theology. He opposed interventionism,
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colonialism, and imperialism, and had a strikingly current 
recognition of the limits of this country’s ability to direct the 
course of world history by force of arms.
President Clark opposed war as a means of dispute reso­
lution with a moral fervor that lasted throughout his life. He 
actively worked for the outlawry of war and for the develop­
ment of techniques and institutions of peaceful settlement of 
disputes, particularly that of arbitration. He provided expert 
leadership for several disarmament conferences and was active 
in seeking development and reformation of the laws of war 
proscribing the use of certain weapons in war and the prohi­
bition of military activity against civilian populations.
This essay will trace briefly the professional career of 
President J. Reuben Clark, jr., as an international lawyer and 
will then treat, in more detail, those major international legal 
issues upon which he worked and wrote. Substantial quota­
tions from his writings will be employed to permit the reader 
to determine for himself, apart from the interpretation and 
analysis which will also be offered, President Clark’s position 
on the leading issues of his time.
PROFESSIONAL BIOGRAPHICAL HIGHLIGHTS
While a student at the Columbia Law School (1903-06), 
President Clark assisted Professor James Brown Scott in the 
compilation of a casebook on quasi-contracts. When Scott 
became Solicitor2 in the Department of State, he employed 
President Clark as a research assistant in the preparation of 
two volumes on the law of equity,1 President Clark’s relation­
ship with Scott led to his appointment as an .assistant solicitor 
following graduation from law school. His first substantial 
assignment was to work under Secretary of State Elibu Root 
on the Citizenship Act of 1906.1 President Clark prepared a 
monograph on citizenship which was incorporated into the 
final report of a special board constituted in accordance with 
a joint resolution of Congress to study citizenship, expatriation, 
and protection of citizens abroad. This report became the
'The solicitor was technically an officer of the Department of Justice, 
ranking as Assistant Attorney General, but designated to work in the Depart­
ment of State. In today's terminology, Legal Adviser— the chief legal officer 
of the Department of State. "
"George D. Parkinson, "H ow a Utah Boy W on His W ay," Improvement 
Em  17:557-559 (March 1914).
'Proceedings, American- Society o j Intertutlional Law  ( 1962) ,  p. 70.
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reference work for the Bureau of Naturalization,6 Perhaps 
more typical of his routine during this early period was his 
work on the Russian extradition cases.0
President Taft; on the recommendation of Secretary of 
State Philander C. Knox,7 appointed President Clark Solicitor 
for the Department of State in July 1910. He held this posi­
tion for three years. All legal questions arising in connection 
with the work of the Department of State, both as they af­
fected the government of the United States and as they af­
fected other governments, were referred to him for opinion.
Much of the work of the Solicitor’s office at this time con­
cerned claims made by die United States against foreign states 
and their nationals. President Clark devoted a major portion 
of his efforts to this area of the law. Between 1909 and 
1913s he was responsible personally for $2,330,000 in awards 
received by the United States from international tribunals for 
injuries suffered by American citizens.® The most noted ex­
ample of President Clark’s work on international claims was 
the Alsop case,10 which concerned a Chilean expropriation of 
several American-owned corporations. Secretary Knox assigned 
President Clark to head the diplomatic negotiations leading to 
the accomplishment of an agreement upon a protocol under 
which the matter was referred to arbitration, the King of Eng­
land acting as "Royal Amiable Compositeur." President Clark 
was then charged with the preparation and presentation of 
the case. The King of England awarded the United States 
$905,000— one of the largest international awards of the 
time.11
W h ile  Solicitor, President Clark assisted in the drafting 
of our 1911 Treaty of Peace and Commerce with Japan; our
“Parkinson, "Utah Boy,” p. 560.
‘As a result of his work on these oases, President Clark, by invitation 
of the American Society of International Law (o f which he was a member), 
delivered an address upon the subject of "Political Offenders and Offenses 
in Extradition,” at the annual meeting of that society in 1909. This address 
is reported in the American Journal o f International Lmv 3:459 ( 1909),
TA  close friendship developed between President Clark and Secretary 
Knox. President Clark was often asked to advise Mr. Knox throughout the 
latter's career, the most notable occasion being when Mr. Knox, as a Senator, 
opposed our entry into the League of Nations.
!During this period, President Clark served as Assistant Solicitor and 
later as Solicitor of the Department of State.
‘Parkinson, “ Utah Boy,” p. 562.
MAlsop Case, Foreign Relations o f the United Stales (1911) p 38.
“ Ibid.
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loan treaties with Honduras and Nicaragua; and the drafting 
of the Knox-Bryce arbitration treaties with Great Britain and 
France. During this period he also drafted the influential 
memorandum, "The Right to Protect Citizens in Foreign Coun­
tries by Landing Forces.” 12
President Clark was active during this period in several 
assignments in addition to his duties as Solicitor, In 1911  he 
was appointed a member of the Committee to Report on As­
sistance of Red Cross Societies in Civil Warfare. In this ca­
pacity, he prepared a memorandum analyzing the role of the 
Red Cross in situations of civil strife and proposed a plan for 
Red Cross assistance to both sides in cases of insurrection, 
revolution, or civil warfare. In 1912, he was chosen to chair 
the American Preparatory Committee to represent the United 
States on the International Preparatory Committee for the Third 
Hague Conference, scheduled to be held sometime in 1915. 
The Conference, however, was aborted by the outbreak of 
hostilities in Europe in 1914. President Clark was elected a 
member of the American Society for Judicial Settlement of In­
ternational Disputes during the same year of his earlier ap­
pointment This concept— the peacefuL resolution of inter­
national disputes, particularly through judicial techniques—  
was to remain a central passion for President Clark through­
out his life. His interest in arbitral techniques for dispute 
resolution was a recurrent theme in speeches and articles 
throughout all those active years in Church leadership long 
after his formal career as an international lawyer had ended.
In 1913, President Clark was appointed General Counsel 
for the United States before the Tribunal of Arbitration 
created three years earlier by a special agreement between the 
United States and Great Britain.13 He was charged as Counsel 
with the management and presentation of legal arguments and 
the treatment of questions of law and evidence before the 
Commission.14
nRight to  Protect Citizens in Foreign Countries by Landing Forces, U.S.
Department of State Publication No, 538, 3rd ed. rev, (Washington: U.S.
Government Printing Office, 1934); This memonandtim lists forty-one incidents
in which the government of the United States landed forces in foreign countries
for the protection of American interests.
iaSee Parkinson, "Utah Boy,” p. 563, for a tribute paid President Clark
by Secretary Knox upon the occasion of President Clark's retirement as So­
licitor and his appointment as General Counsel before the United States- 
British Arbitration Commission,
“ See Parkinson, "Utah Boy,” p. 563.
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President Clark resigned his position as Solicitor for the 
Department of State later that year and established a private 
law practice. Public service in international law nevertheless 
continued to consume most of his time. In 1914, he was ap­
pointed General Counsel for the United States before the 
American-British Claims Commission. It was at this time that 
he became acquainted with Mr, Dwight Morrow, later to 
become Ambassador to Mexico. A  close friendship developed 
between them which later led to President Clark’s serving as 
legal adviser to Mr. Morrow in Mexico.
President Clark was commissioned a Major in tire Judge 
Advocate General Officers’ Reserve Corps in 1917 and was 
first assigned to the United States Attorney General, Thomas 
Watt Gregory. During this time President Clark edited a book 
entitled Emergency Legislation,15 which analyzed the relative 
roles of the executive and legislative branches of the federal 
government in time of war. Later, after appointment as Adju­
tant to the Provost Marshall General, President Clark was re­
sponsible for the preparation of the official legal position of 
that office on a varied and important list of international legal 
questions,10
After World War I, Under Secretary Fred Morris Dealing 
of the Department of State asked President Clark to make a 
detailed analysis of the Treaty of Versailles. The result, 
entitled Data on the German Peace Treaty, was presented by 
Secretary of State Knox to the Senate Committee on Foreign 
Relations in August of 1919.1T President Clark succinctly
1SJ. Reuben Clark, Jr., Emergency Legislation (1918). This work con­
sidered specific emergency legislation passed prior to December 3 917, dealing 
with the control and appropriation of private property for the public use, 
benefit, or welfare; it also analyzed presidential proclamations and executive 
orders thereunder, to and including 31 January 1918. To all this he added 
a reprint o f analogous legislation since 1870. '
iaThis list included inter cilia'. Memorandum re: Power of t'he President
to exercise a pardoning power in favor of a person convicted of murder under
the criminal code of the Philippine Islands; May the President, under the pro' 
visions of existing law [H.S. 4067-4070] regulate and control the movements 
of alien enemy females, as alien enemy males?; Memorandum re: Proposed 
seizure of nickel, brass, copper, graphite and oil purportedly belonging to Ger­
many; Draft of proclamation relating to natives, citizens, denizens or subjects of 
Austria-Hungary, Turkey, and Bulgaria being males of the age of fourteen 
years and upwards, and other males and all females belonging to Germany and 
her allies; Memorandum re: Punishment of German spies for treasonable ac­
tivities and steps taken for their apprehension. This list is by no means 
exhaustive, but depicts the variety and import of President Clark's work dur­
ing this period.
"J. Reuben Clark, Jr., Data on the German Peace Treaty (1919).
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stated his opinion of those portions of the Treaty dealing with 
the relationship of the Allied Powers and conquered Germany:
It would be difficult for me to find language which would 
sufficiently express my abhorrence . . . This alliance idea is 
founded on the general principle— it seems to me— of com­
pletely crushing arid actually making subject the German 
people . . .  To enslave this entire country is so iniquitous 
a thing, that modem civilization (to say nothing of the 
precepts of Christianity) cannot tolerate it.18
President Clark maintained . a private practice in New 
York, Washington, D.C., and Salt Lake City from 1913 
through 1926. Although he was technically involved in private 
law practice, his influence, as has been noted, was manifest in 
the international arena. First, his practice per se was mainly 
related to private claims of American citizens against foreign 
countries.10 Furthermore, he was active in the national dialogue 
regarding the United States participation in the League of Na­
tions in 1919-20. During Senatorial debate on this matter, Presi­
dent Clark supplied data and was an adviser to Senator Philand­
er C. Knox of Pennsylvania, formerly Secretary of State in the 
Taft Administration, and Senator Borah of Idaho in their cam­
paign against the League. It should be noted, however, that 
although he was "unalterably opposed to the League,”20 Presi­
dent Clark later participated in several conferences held under 
the auspices of the League of Nations,"1 the most prominent of 
which was the 1921 Washington Conference on the Limitation 
of Armament.
Along with his lifelong devotion to the development of 
techniques of peaceful resolution of disputes and his opposi­
tion to aggressive war, two other related, issues, disarmament 
and the modernization and implementation of the laws of 
war, were of paramount concern to President Clark during 
and after his formal professional career. Secretary of State
,SJ. Reuben Clark, Jr., "Permanent Court of International Justice o f the 
League of Nations," Memorandum, 28 May 1923. (Available at the Brigham 
Young University Library).
“ For example, Aderholdt, Grover G. Montrop v. Columbia, non-reported 
case— (President Clark’s brief is available at Brigham Young University Library).
“ Clark, "Permanent Court of International Justice.”
!1For example, he participated in: The Preparatory Committee for the 
Third Hague Conference; the Washington Disarmament Conference of 1921; 
and the Seventh Conference of American States (Pan-American Union) at 
Montevideo, Uruguay, 1933; Committee for the Study of International Loan 
Contracts, 1936; and the Committee of Experts on Codification of International 
Law.
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Charles Evans Hughes called President Clark from his private 
practice in September 1921 to serve as special counsel to the 
State Department in connection with'the Conference on the 
Limitation of Armament. He contributed not only to the prep­
aration of the Conference itself, but influenced the State D e­
partment position relative to the various issues on disarmament 
under negotiation.22 President Clark received a further ap­
pointment as Expert Assistant to the commissioners appointed 
by the President to represent the government at the Confer­
ence, just prior to its inception. Secretary Hughes additionally 
asked President CLark to serve as his special assistant in con­
nection with the Conference. President Clark regarded the 
final results of the Conference limiting naval vessels and. 
weaponry o£ the United States, Japan, Great Britain, France, 
and Italy as one of the major accomplishments of disarmament 
negotiations to that time.
Secretary Hughes appointed President Clark counsel for the 
British-American Claims Commission soon after the Washing­
ton Conference of 1921. He served intermittently in this ca­
pacity from 1922 to 1926. It was during this period that he 
was consulting counsel for the United States Government in 
the famous Cayuga Indian case,23 noted, along with the Janes 
case,24 in most casebooks on international law. In 1926, Presi­
d e  Disarmament Section of this article.
-“Cayuga Indian Case, (Great Britain v. United States) Nielson Rep, 203, 
307 (1926). This case concerned claims by part of the Cayuga Indian nation 
that had migrated from the United States to Canada. The Cayuga Indians 
had fought for the British during the American Revolution and the W ar of 
1812. By Article IX  of the Treaty of Ghent (1814) the United States 
agreed to restore to the Indians all possessions, rights, and privileges which 
they may have been entitled to before the war. In addition, the State of New 
York covenanted to pay the Cayuga nation $1800 a year for the land formerly 
owned by the Indians. Payments and reparations had been made to the 
Indians stilt residing within the boundaries of the United States, but not to those 
in Canada. The Canadian Indians, who eventually prevailed in this case, 
were represented by Great Britain against the United States,
14U. S. A. (Laura M. B. Janes) v. United Mexican States, 1927 Opinions 
of Commissioners 108 (1927). Mrs. Janes’ husband, superintendent of mines 
for El Tigre Mining Co. at El Tigre, Mexico, was deliberately shot and killed 
by a former employee of the mining company, who had been discharged. The 
United States alleged that the Mexican authorities took no proper steps to ap­
prehend and punish the alleged killer; that the efforts made were lax and in­
adequate and that if prompt action had been taken, the authorities would 
have been successful. The plaintiff, represented by the United States, received 
an award of $ 12,000 as redress for the grief suffered, the loss of services, 
and as a deterrent to further governmental laxity. This was an historic de­
cision, as it was in a sense a successful suit, not only for damages based on 
direct loss to the plaintiff, but also for the failure of the government to 
apprehend and punish the malefactor. Both the Janes and Cayuga Indian 
cases are found in almost every casebook on international Jaw compiled from
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dent Clark was appointed Agent of the United States for the 
United States-Mexico General Claims Commission,25 H e was 
charged as agent with general management and control o f the 
cases and was intermediary between die tribunal and his gov­
ernment. He was named special counsel to the Mixed Claims 
Commission o f the United States and Mexico,-0 later the 
same year, which again brought President Clark into associa­
tion with our Ambassador to Mexico, Dwight Morrow.
It was in 1927 that Mr. Morrow asked President Clark 
to serve as his legal adviser. One of his major accomplish­
ments while in this position was the settlement of the Mexican 
oil controversy.27 President Clark, at the request of Secretary 
of State Frank B. Kellogg, prepared his famous Memorandum 
on the Monroe Doctrine while he was still counsel for Am­
bassador Morrow, shortly before Calvin Coolidge appointed 
him Under Secretary of State in 1928.2S The Clark Memo­
randum, one of the most powerful and influential documents 
against imperial, colonial, or interventionist policies ever 
drafted by an American in high office, denied the existence of 
any particular right of the United States to intervene in the 
affairs of Latin American states. In effect, the (Theodore) 
Roosevelt Corollary to the Monroe Doctrine was repudiated 
by the Clark Memorandum. The Memorandum was presented 
to Congress while President Clark was serving as Under Sec­
retary of State.
President Clark, as Under Secretary of State, was influen­
tial in the resolution of several important international issues 
in addition to shaping the policy of the Department on the 
Monroe Doctrine.80 He directed the administrative arrange-
that time to the present. See, for example, W . Friedman, International Law 
Cases and Materials (3969), p. 78; and W . Bishop, International L aw * Cases 
and Materials (1 9 6 2 )s p. 45 .
Pot analysis of the status and function of an agent of this Commission, 
see Ralston, Law and Procedure o f International Tribunals, pp. 192- 197. ”
'“The status and function of the Counsel are analyzed in A H Feller 
The Mexican Claims Commissions ( 1923-1934) :  A  Study in the Law and 
Procedure o f International Tribunals ( 1935), pp, 284-289.
"'J. Reuben Clark, Jr., “ The Oil Settlement with Mexico," Foreizn A f ­
fairs 6 .600 (1 928 ) .  1
'SJ. Reuben Clark, Jr., Memorandum on the Monroe Doctrine, 71st Con­
gress, 2nd Session, Senate Document 114 ( 1930).
^F. B, Kellogg, "Official Statement uf and Commentary Upon the Mon­
roe Doctnne by the Secretary of State," 1929 Foreign Relations o f  the United 
states 698, 71st Congress, 2nd Session, House Document N o 517 Department
of State publication 2018 ( 1948).
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ments and served as adviser to the Preparatory Commission 
for the Geneva Disarmament Conference,30 part of the prog­
eny of the Washington Disarmament-Conference of 1 9 2 1 , He 
performed similar functions in relationship to the Prelimi­
naries of the Five-Power Naval Conference to be held at 
London in 1930. The Department of State, under President 
Clark’s direction, developed suggestions for. further imple­
menting the Treaty for the Renunciation of W ar (the "Kel- 
logg-Briand Pact/’ or "Pact of Paris1') signed at Paris, 27 
August 1928.31 President Clark understood that war could 
not be abolished by ultimatum or resolution, but he believed 
that the pact was important as a catalyst to direct and refine 
the growing sentiment against war toward a concrete standard 
by which the actions of states could be judged in the future. 
Proposed accession of the United States to the Statute of the 
Permanent Court of International Justice was considered at 
length during President Clark’s tenure as Under Secretary of 
State; 32 he opposed accession on the grounds that the Court 
would be dominated by the European Powers simply as an ex­
tension of the Versailles apparatus for the continued subjuga­
tion of Germany.
Other conferences were held during this period dealing 
with matters of deep concern to President Clark. The inter­
national Conference of American States on Conciliation and 
Arbitration was held at Washington in 1928, as were the 
meetings of the Commission of Inquiry and Conciliation fol­
lowing the Chaco dispute between Bolivia and Paraguay, in 
December of 1928.33 The Geneva Conventions for ( l )  the 
Amelioration of the Conditions of the Wounded and Sick of 
Armies in the Field and (2 ) the Treatment of Prisoners of 
W ar,3'1 were agreed upon the following year. His commit­
ment to the modernization and implementation of the laws 
of war continued throughout his life.35 This, along with his 
lifelong devotion to the development of techniques for peace­
ful settlement of international disputes, his belief in the 
efficacy of juridical instruments in the prevention of war, and 
the accomplishment of agreements on the limitation of arma­
8,Jbid., p. 65.




“ See Laws of War, and Disarmament sections of this article.
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ments were of paramount concern to President Clark during 
and after his formal professional career.
President Clark was appointed Special Representative with 
rank of Ambassador Extraordinary and Plenipotentiary at the 
inauguration of Pascual Ortiz Rubio, President of Mexico, in 
1930. Later that year, after Dwight Morrow had been elected 
to the United States Senate, President Hoover named President 
Clark Ambassador to Mexico.
In 1933, after his formal retirement from public service,™ 
President Clark was appointed Delegate of the United States 
to the Seventh International Conference of American States 
(Pan-American Union) held in Montevideo, Uruguay. This 
Conference was the first to be held during the presidency of 
Franklin D. Roosevelt, who had, in his inaugural speech, 
dedicated the United States to the policy of the "Good Neigh­
bor.” This conference was also the first to discuss "non­
intervention.” This, of course, was now realistically possible 
because the United States’ protectorate policy had been modi­
fied and the Roosevelt Corollary, in effect, eliminated from 
the Monroe Doctrine by the Clark Memorandum. President 
Clark was assigned as a member of the United States dele­
gation to this Conference to the Committee on the Organiza­
tion of Peace. The Montevideo Conference was able to agree 
upon techniques for peaceful resolution of disputes between 
the member states and to create an atmosphere of cooperation 
due in large part to the non-interventionist tone taken earlier 
by the United States. The Conference created the Committee 
of Experts on the Codification of International Law, to which 
President Clark was appointed in 1936. The goal of codifi­
cation of international law had long been central to the inter­
est and activity of President Clark. He had served previously 
as a member of the Advisory Committee of the Harvard 
University Conference on Codification of International Law, 
chaired by Manley O. Hudson. He also served as a member 
of the Commission of Experts on Codification of International 
Law of Phi Delta Phi from 1945 to 1950,
“ Secretary of State Henry L, Stimson noted President 'Clark's years of 
service upon, the occasion of his retirement from public life: "I  desite to take 
this occasion to express my deep and sincere appreciation not only for your 
distinguished service as Ambassador to Mexico, -which has reflected signal 
credit upon the Department of State, but also my personal appreciation and 
gratitude for the aid of your wise counsel and loyal cooperation at the be­
ginning of my service in this office." United States Department o f  Stale 
Press Releases, Nos. 171-222 (1933), p. 151.
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THE IN TERN ATION AL SYSTEM
President Clark opposed any international system which 
proposed to maintain either the international peace or the 
municipal status quo by the imposition by certain great 
powers of their will upon other states by means o f force. On 
this basis President Clark criticized the European balance of 
power system and, most particularly, our participation in it.37 
President Clark did not oppose our participation in the League 
o f Nations because o f any disagreement with the concept of 
a standing conference system for resolving disputes, as he 
favored such an approach. Rather, he opposed those portions 
of the Covenant o f the League which he considered to be 
coercive, relying on military alliance rather than diplomatic 
negotiation in dispute resolution between sovereign states, 
being pre-eminently in the tradition o f earlier alliance systems 
which sought to enforce the will o f the major powers 
upon the rest o f the world. He had a healthy distrust of any 
international system which proposed to insure the continua­
tion of any state’s government system in the face of internal 
opposition to such government. His were not the politics of 
Metternich and Talleyrand.
W oodrow W ilson sponsored the League for precisely the 
same reason that President Clark opposed it. W ilson also 
despised the concept o f balance of power politics but proposed 
to replace it with a system o f collective security through the 
enforcement provisions of the Covenant of the League. Presi­
dent Clark, however, considered die dominant effect of the 
League to be no more than the creation of a modem "Grand 
Design” o f Elizabeth I and Henry IV  by which those monarchs 
attempted to limit the power of Austria, or perhaps a modified 
"H oly  Alliance” through which the Allied Powers attempted 
to accomplish the same functions two hundred years later 
against Napoleonic and post-Napoleonic France. This time, 
of course, the target state, feared and hence circumscribed
3,"In essence, the League of Nations is, by intention and by actual oper­
ation a military alliance among the great powers of Western Europe, which, 
with thetr possessions and dominions and the flattered weak and small powers 
of the world, have regrouped themselves in a new balance of power ar­
rangement. The teal purpose o f this alliance is to make secure to themselves 
the worldwide territorial, strategic, political, economic, and financial gains 
with which, through the intervention o f the United States, they were able to 
enrich themselves at the end of the great war." Clark, “ Permanent Court of 
International Justice.” See note 18 above.
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by the alliance o f other European states, was post-World W ar  
I Germany.
W e must have a world organization for purposes of 
deliberation, but not for the purposes of waging wars and 
imposing sanctions. W e must bring to bear in the solution 
of matters of world concern, that moral force of the world 
of which President Wilson rightly thought so highly. As 
the situation stands today, we of America have lost our own 
moral force in the world affairs, a force which was once 
very great; we speak now only as our brute force may sus­
tain us. There is indeed no moral force left in the world 
to whose voice the warring nations are as. yet willing to 
hearken. W e are now living under the law of the jungle 
wherein . . . every beast fights to the death for his own 
life.88
President Clark considered the attempts o f certain states 
to enforce the status quo by military alliance, or to enforce 
their will upon the smaller states, or to perpetuate the domi­
nance o f the victors over the vanquished following a war, as 
being both undesirable and impossible of accomplishment. To  
him, the League was primarily the tool of the victorious 
powers to enforce an unjust peace settlement at Versailles 
upon Germany. This purpose all but guaranteed the failure 
of the League and the resumption of war in Europe. He  
thought France, particularly, was attempting to use the League 
as a means of perpetuating the subjugation o f Germany,35
Another major objection to the League was its lack of 
universality. President Clark favored a standing conference 
system, without military coercive powers, which was complet- 
ly universal in membership, without distinction between vic-
"J. Reuben Clark, Jr., "Factors in the Post-War International Pattern." 
Speech delivered at the annual American Life Convention, 1943.
“ "Intent upon wiping Germany off the map as an industrial nation, 
France is using the reparations question as a screen to obscure its more far- 
reaching .plans,”  was the charge o f J. Reuben Clark in an address before the 
Rotary Club at the Hotel Utah, Tuesday. Mr. Clark is recognized as an in­
ternational lawyer having been a special counsel for the U. S. at the Dis­
armament Conference. The speaker further charged that the Treaty of Ver­
sailles is strictly a "French Treaty and that it is the intention of France never 
to leave Germany until that nation is stripped as an industrial nation and is 
broken up. The reparations question is the smallest problem that affects the 
European situation today," he declared. "Payment by Germany is not really 
expected by any other power in Europe. The reparations question is being 
kept aiive to cover the real purposes behind the European situation. It is 
foolish to talk of reparations or of peace in Europe, unless through some 
outside force it is possible to allay the hatred between these two nations." 
Deseret N ew s  24 October 1^23-
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tors and vanquished in war, or friends and enemies as de­
termined by ideology or governmental or economic systems.40
President Clark opposed not only the universal collective 
security system of the League, but also the more traditional 
military alliance systems common in European politics. He 
spoke out during W orld  W ar II against our membership 
in any "union of states” allied against the Soviet Union. Even 
during the height o f this great world conflagration, his 
thoughts were upon the nature of the peace which would fol­
low die war’s termination. H e noted that one alliance system 
would only produce another in opposition to it, with results 
deleterious to peace and security:
It would hardly do to form an open alliance against 
Russia; and both Britain and ourselves should be wary of an 
alliance with her. So the device is conceived of a ‘union’ of 
states, which, however, would tie the nations together more 
securely than an alliance and be a greater threat to Russia.
But such an alliance would lead, and such a union’ 
will lead, sooner or later, to a counter-alliance by the other 
nations that would challenge the power of such a 'union,’ 
so meaning either constant war for supremacy or a war of 
absolute conquest by the one or the other and a consequent 
enslavement of the conquered. Peace without liberty spells 
a stalemate in civilization and spiritual development. 'Union 
now’ has far more ill than good in it. Nor must America 
ever become a party to an attempted military domination of 
the world.
W e must have a peace based on justice rather than might, 
that is, it must be a peace upon terms that will leave all 
peoples willing if  not anxious to carry them out, because 
that is a peace that is clearly an alternative to another 
war. N o permanent peace will come unless this be done.
The men who are fighting and their families want peace 
now and hereafter; they of America are not primarily con­
cerned with questions of empire holding or empire building.
Along with this peace should come a will to increase the 
spirituality of the earth's peoples and a building up of a true 
spirit of the brotherhood of man by treating all men as 
brothers, not as enemies nor as menials or inferior orders of 
creation. Real peace will never come till the Gospel of 
Christ rules the hearts o f men, until we shall yield obedience 
to the great commandment drawn from die statutes of 
Israels’ Law-Giver: 'Thou shalt love the Lord thy God with 
all thy heart, and with all thy soul, and with all thy mind.
This is the first and great commandment. And the second
"See the International System section o f this article.
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is like unto it, Thou shalt love thy neighbor as thyself. On 
these two commandments hang all the law and the proph­
ets.' (Matt. 22:37-40) So spake the Master to the quibbling 
Pharisee.
Such a peace would eliminate at once all armed force, 
because a rule of force is always a rule of hate on both sides 
and peace will never be born of hate. This would dispose 
of international police forces, occupying armies, and all the 
impossible tasks incident to alien domination. Since war 
lords know only armies and guns and brute force, none of 
them of the victor nations would like this, but we their 
peoples would welcome it as our redemption from blood­
shed. For the people love the paths of peace and quiet 
and the orderly progress of an ever-increasing culture and 
advancing civilization and a constantly growing spirituality.
A solution by a rule of brute force would discard all 
the wisdom of the ages and take us clear back to the dawn 
of civilization. Surely we have grown too much through 
the generations to make this the best answer we can now 
make. Surely we shall not try to live through again the 
whole history of human kind, again using all the devices 
of armed peace and selfish power that have failed from the 
beginning.41
President Clark did not oppose bilateral or multilateral 
treaty arrangements under which party states agreed to con­
sult. N or did he oppose treaty relationships which might 
lead to joint military action as long as each member state 
was left free to determine its own reaction to events in ac­
cordance with its own constitutional processes. This is seen 
in his defense of the Four Power Treaty on Insular Possessions 
in the Pacific,42 President Clark, then special counsel for the 
Department o f State at die 1921 Conference on the Limitation 
of Armament, prepared a speech for President Harding to 
deliver to the Senate preliminary to its advice and consent to 
the treaty. The speech was eventually delivered by Senator 
New of Indiana.
Thus the elements out of which has been built the treaty 
fabric . . . are mutual and essential interests affecting the 
welfare and peace of the nations concerned and of the 
world, actual problems calling for solution, unconstrained re­
linquishment of rights or prerogatives by equal to equal, 
their being no enemy to be punished or friend to be re-
*%id.
i:J, Reuben Clark, Jr., "Memorandum for the President on the Four Power 
Treaty on Insular Possessions," 1922.
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warded, no compulsory measures of enforcement, no power 
despoiled— surely these are the elements to which we have 
a right to look and upon which we must depend for further 
progress in world righteousness. Take away any of them, 
and the result, whenever it may be, will be of questionable 
effectiveness and may be of doubtful morality. W hile man 
is what he is, it is difficult to see how nations can ever as­
sociate themselves together and work in harmony except 
upon these great elemental bases.
I may first observe [concerning the Four Power Treaty] 
again that the situation about which the powers are to 
communicate is one in which they are all concerned. In the 
next place, the powers concerned, and only those powers, 
consult together. In the third place, they consult regarding 
the 'measures' to be taken, jointly or severally, to meet the 
exigencies of the situation. But they are not committed be­
forehand, and this is the vital point, to any definite measures, 
nor are they either committed or under under any obligation, 
to concert on any measure at all. That is to say, if and when 
a proscribed aggressive action were in any jeopardy, or that 
the peace of the world and the welfare of its peoples would 
be best served by inaction, there is no obligation here that 
we should counsel, consent to, or participate in the measures 
which any other power might propose as necessary. In other 
words, there is here not the slightest surrender of our inde­
pendence of action, we have here no impairment of our 
sovereignty . . . .  W e should enter and participate in such a 
conference uncommitted and with full and complete right 
to function in the matter before us in strict accordance 
with our due constitutional order. So that, if  the exigencies 
of the situation finally appeared to require the use of armed 
force, we might face the question uncompromised, free, and 
unfettered, to do the thing that then seemed wisest and 
best, for there is not in this treaty, nor arising from it, 
any obligation whatever to proceed to this extremity unless 
and until Congress in the due exercise of its high consti­
tutional sovereign prerogative had fully debated the situation, 
reached its decision, and formally authorized the waging of 
wac. Is this not the crux of the whole matter, and does it 
not destroy every vestige of legitimate objection to the 
Treaty ?ls
President Clark understood the severely limited utility of 
the use of force in accomplishing real peace and security, 
whether such force be accomplished by unilateral means, by 
treaty of military alliance, or by an institution of universal
'C ongressional Record 62:3408 (6  March 1922). Remarks of Senator 
New. This was a speech written by President Clark, prepared far use by Presi­
dent Harding, but eventually delivered by Senator New' of Indiana.
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President Clark as a young lawyer, 1920-21. 
Photograph by Courtesy of J. Reuben Clark, III.
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collective security.44 One of the most powerful sermons on 
the nature of peace and order ever given by President Clark 
was delivered in the Mormon Tabernacle, 4 September 1945, 
on the occasion of an inter-faith service of thanksgiving for 
the termination of World W ar II. In that great address, ad­
ditional parts of which will be quoted later, President Clark
said: . , .
W e are to assume, for better or worse, the responsibility 
for the economic, cultural, intellectual, and spiritual welfare 
of a hundred odd millions of people, whose very existence 
indeed lies in our hands. Behind each of these peoples lie 
ages of traditions and conventions that are part of them­
selves. Some seem to contemplate that we shall coerce the 
minds and spirits of these peoples. But God himself does 
not do that. W e must come to them with the law of the 
brotherhood of men, and with mercy, justice, and the love 
of peace. For peace will not come to the earth while a 
hundred odd millions of people seethe with hate and venge­
ance in their hearts. They must be led, not driven, to 
peace.
Yet we come to our task of self-assumed duties while 
hate yet smoulders in our hearts, with some amongst us 
trying to fan it into flame. W e are not without a spirit of 
conquest, nor has the feeling of retaliation left us.
Hate even to loathing, and revenge, and dire fear, fill 
the hearts of our enemies. They will dream and plan and 
conspire to visit upon us even as we have visited upon them.
W e shall seek to change their dreams; we shall punish those 
who plan and conspire. This is the rule of conquest,
God will not, cannot come where hate meets hate, and 
revenge meets revenge. Where these things dwell, righteous­
ness cannot abide, and where righteousness is not, the 
powers of evil command.
Yet we must build for peace. W e want no more war.
All humanity calls for this. God has commanded it, for 
from the first he has said, ‘love your neighbors as your­
selves.' W e are all his children— the good, the bad, the 
fair skin and the dark. He has given to no man the authority 
to deal with his fellow man otherwise.15
While President Clark opposed the League of Nations 
as being dominantly an alliance system directed at Germany,
■“ See Force and W ar section o f this article.
"J . Heuben Clark, Jr., "T h e Awesom e Task o f  Peace,”  Improvement Erst 
48:567 (O ctober 1945). This was an address delivered in  the Sait Lake 
Tabernacle, 4 September 1945, at a community service of all faiths and peoples, 
gathered in thanksgiving for  the return o f  peace, and conducted by President 
George Albert Smith.
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as the Holy Alliance had been aimed at Napoleonic and post- 
Napoleonic France, he proposed his own plan'10 for an inter­
national system which included a modified form of collective 
security. His proposal was built upon three existing or sug­
gested institutions or plans: The League of Nations, Senator 
Borah s proposal to outlaw war and codify international law, 
and President Harding’s proposal for United States' partici­
pation in the Permanent Court of International Justice.
_ President Clark proposed that there be created a world ju­
diciary and a world deliberative body, with quasi-legislative 
functions, which he called a "W orld Congress,’ ’ This two-part 
paradigm for world unity had in turn two prerequisites. The 
first was that international war be declared an international 
crime and the nations waging it international criminals, to be 
identified and punished by the imposition of economic and 
military sanctions to be determined by the World Congress. 
The second was the accomplishment of the codification of 
international law, as had been proposed earlier by Senator 
Borah. President Clark put his case for codification:
Obviously a compulsory jurisdiction over international 
disputes by an international judicial system must be predi­
cated upon an accepted rule of conduct pursuant to which a 
nation may frame its course and according to which its 
course when taken may be judged by an international 
tribunal. N o nation may safely submit its conduct to com­
pulsory review when it does not know first what it ought to 
do or is expected to do under the given circumstances, and 
second by what rule its conduct under such circumstances 
will be judged.
This marks the true distinction between justiciable dis­
putes— those concerning matters which may be determined 
under and in accordance with a recognized rule of law of 
which the offending nation knew and by which it should 
have guided its conduct, and non-justiciable disputes— those 
which concern matters as to which there is no accepted rule 
by which nations may shape their conduct or by which that 
conduct may be judged.
Thus a full codification of existing international law is 
indispensable to the creation of any wise and effective in­
ternational judicial system with powers of compulsory juris­
diction.^ r i t
The deliberative World Congress was to be fashioned by
®-euben- Clark, Jr., "System o f  Pacific Settlement o f  International D is­
putes: A  Program," Unity (4  October 1923).
"Ibid., p. 42.
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enlarging the jurisdiction of the Permanent Court of Arbi­
tration at the Hague. The Congress was to be that body 
having final decision on the imposition of certain collective 
security measures against offenders violating agreements out­
lawing international aggressive war or -other portions of the 
international code. Further, the Congress was to have recom­
mendatory powers both as to general matters coming before 
it and as to special matters which might from time to time 
be referred to it by two or more states. The Congress could 
recommend changes in the international code. It was to elect 
the members of the World Supreme Court, hereinafter des­
cribed, from a list of persons nominated by both members and 
non-members of the Hague tribunal.
The international judicial system was to possess compulsory 
jurisdiction covering as many subjects as could be agreed upon. 
The jurisdiction had to be compulsory as to treaty rights and 
compulsory or voluntary— as could be agreed upon— with re­
spect to international legal rights as described by the code of 
international law.
The first part of President Clark’s international judicial 
model was an International Supreme Court. Entirely uncon­
nected with the League of Nations, the Court's members 
were to be nominated by the World Congress and elected by 
the Hague Court Panel. This Court was to possess appellate 
and original jurisdiction and consist of nine judges serving 
terms of six years. It had compulsory jurisdiction over all 
matters to which the parties agreed, including compulsory 
appellate jurisdiction of appeals from decisions of the courts 
of original jurisdiction, except in those situations in which 
all parties in a particular case agree otherwise. In addition, 
it had compulsory jurisdiction over any case which had been 
referred to courts of first instance in which one of the parties 
afterwards refused to submit to such jurisdiction.
The courts of first instance were to exist so as to localize 
international justice as much as possible and thereby limit 
the expense of international litigation. These courts would 
sit in the capital of the defendant nation and were to be 
composed of three judges; one chosen by the plaintiff, one 
by the defendant, and a third, chosen by the Supreme Court 
from among its members, to preside. Because of their ad hoc 
nature, there were to be no fixed number of these courts. They
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were to have permissive jurisdiction over questions arising 
between states and involving the interpretation of treaties and 
the application of the international code, and compulsory jur­
isdiction over all questions upon which disputant parties had 
agreed to arbitrate.
Universality of membership in the system was imperative 
in the Clark paradigm. He believed that the possibilities of 
actual universal participation were enhanced by the fact that 
the plan called for the use of no new concepts, principles, or 
instrumentalities. As stated previously, President Clark be­
lieved that an international convention had to be negotiated 
and adopted by all nations, declaring international war to be 
an international crime and the nation waging it to be an inter­
national criminal to be punished in accordance with the con­
vention’s provisions. W ar waged for self-defense, however, 
would remain justifiable. President Clark realized that war 
would scarcely be abolished by resolution, but believed that 
such a convention would crystallize a growing world sentiment 
against war and establish a standard by which every nation 
could judge future wars. His plan for a world order system 
was to be the vehicle for the eventual abolition of war as 
a means of dispute resolution.
With the advantage of hindsight, it would seem that 
President Clark, not unlike others of his time on both sides 
of the controversy over United States' participation in the 
League, put more faith in juridical institutions of dispute 
resolution than such means justified. Like Wilson, Bryan, 
Borah, Kellogg, Hughes, and Root, President Clark had high 
and idealistic hopes that the evolutionary experience of the 
common law in controlling violence could be transferred to 
the international community. Many of the institutions so 
constructed came crashing down in the face of the aggressor 
nations of the 1930s.
President Clark, however, did not rest his proposed inter­
national system entirely upon formal juridical or arbitral insti­
tutions. He spoke and wrote often concerning the necessity 
of maintaining and enlarging upon the political and diplo­
matic techniques of dispute resolution as created by the Hague 
Conferences of 1899 and 1907. He favored the use and the 
continued institutional development of negotiation, good of­
fices, mediation, conciliation, and commissions of inquiry or
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fact-finding48 and often cited the many examples of the success­
ful use of these political and diplomatic techniques of dispute 
resolution.40 His plan for world organization included a pro­
vision that we "preserve the great provisions of the Hague 
Convention relating to good offices and mediation and . . . 
Commissions of Inquiry.”50
TH E  PR O PE R RO LE O F  T H E  U N IT E D  STATES 
IN  T H E  W O R L D  C O M M U N IT Y
President Clark believed that' the United States was 
uniquely prepared and placed— not by chance— to play a 
particular role in world affairs.
America, multi-raced and multi-national, is by tradition, 
by geography, by citizenry, by natural sympathy, and by ma­
terial interest, the great neutral nation of the earth. God has 
so designed it. Drawn from all races, creeds, and nations, 
our sympathies run to every oppressed people. Our feelings 
engaged on opposite sides of great differences, will in their 
natural course, if held in due and proper restraint, neutralize 
the one the other. Directed in right channels, this great 
body of feeling for the one side or the other will ripen 
into sympathy and love for all our misguided and misled 
fellowmen who suffer in any cause, and this sympathy 
and love will mn out to all humanity in its woe, thus 
weakly shadowing the infinite compassion of the Master,51
He saw this country as the great peacemaker, standing aloof 
from the turmoil of European politics, able to exert its in­
fluence as a neutral and moral force standing above the bal­
ance of power politics within Europe and apart from the 
colonial or imperial politics between Europe and Asia. Time and 
again, in Conference or other church-related address,52 in
JiE. B. Firmage, "Fact Finding in the Resolution o f International Dis­
putes— From the Hague Peace Conference to the United Nations,”  1971 Utah 
Law Revie-w, p . 421.
"“President Clark explained that the preservation o f the "great provisions 
o f  the Hague Convention relating to good  offices and m ediation arud to the 
commissions o f  inquiry," were essential for  the success o f his program of 
peaceful settlement. Unity (4  October 1923), p. 42.
"“Ibid.
Reuben Clark, Jr. in Conference Report o f the Church of Jesus Christ 
of Latter-day Saints, 1938, p. 15. (Hereinafter cited as Conference Report, )
I3Address delivered in the Tabernacle on 26 N ovem ber 1911, and reported 
in the Deseret News, 9 December 1911, p. 30; “ America, a Chosen Land of 
the Lord," Address at Forty-fifth Annual Conference o f  the Y M M IA , 1940; 
Clark in Conference Report, October 1948, p. 81; "T h e  Awesom e Task o f Peace;” 
Clark in Conference Report, 1939, p . 17; "Let Us Have Peace," Stand Fast By 
Our Constitution (1 9 6 2 ), p.. 73; "International 'Conferences— W h y  and H ow ," 
Improvement Era 37:259.
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secular speech53 or in professional paper,54 he reiterated his 
faith in peaceful means of dispute resolution; in good offices, 
inquiry or fact-finding, mediation, negotiation, conciliation, 
and especially in juridical techniques, particularly arbitration. 
Our role as the great mediator, however, could not be per­
formed if we ourselves were a belligerent in the dispute. Our 
moral position would thereby be destroyed and we would be­
come just another of the many warring and quarrelling 
states, indistinguishable from the rest by all criteria other 
than physical strength. ■
If we shall rebuild our lost moral power and influence 
by measures such as these which will demonstrate our love 
for humanity, our justice, our fair-mindedness, our determi­
nation to do works of righteousness as God shall make 
them known to us, we shall then be where at a fitting and 
promising time we can offer mediation between the two 
belligerents, and bringing our moral power and influence 
into action we shall have a fair chance to bring an end 
to the criminal slaughter of our fellowmen and to give 
birth to a peace that shall be lasting, because just and fair 
to every people. Surely this is infinitely more honorable, 
will have in it infinitely more of humanity, will be infinitely 
nearer to the Master’s way, than sending our young sons 
overseas to be murdered.
America, the great neutral, will thus become the Peace­
maker of the world, which is her manifest destiny if she live 
the law of peace. Believing as we do that America is Zion, 
we shall then see the beginning of the fulfillment of the 
prophecy of Isaiah of old: "for out of Zion shall go forth 
the law," a law of justice, mercy, and righteousness, adopted 
by the nations of their own free will,53
After discussing America's colonial and early national ex­
perience, President Clark asserted that the "greatest achieve­
ment of the United States in its international relations1’ had
MJ. Reuben Clark, Jr., "Slipping From Our Old M oorings," an address 
delivered to the Annual Convention o f the Utah Poultry Growers Co-Op, 
1947; "Som e Factors in the Postwar International Pattern," an address de­
livered to the Los Angeles County Bar Association, 1944; "O ur D windling 
Sovereignty,”  Stand Fast by Our Constitution (1 9 6 2 ), discourse delivered at 
the Fourth Annual Pi Sigma Alpha Lecture— Institute o f Government, U ni­
versity o f Utah, 13 February 1952. (A ll  addresses available at the Brigham 
Young University Library).
“ Clark, "T h e  Pacific Settlement o f International Disputes;" "T h e  Four 
Powet Treaty;" and J, Reuben Clark, Jr., "Jurisdiction o f  American-British 
Claims Commission,”  American Journal o f International Law 7 :687 (1 9 1 3 ).
“ Clark in Conference Report, 1938, p. 17-
rbeen the "actual implementation on our part of the peaceful 
adjustment of our international disputes.”50
W e have only had three wars in all of our history, foreign 
wars, up until the time that we entered World War I, and 
those three wars were: the first, the war of 1812, to which I 
have already alluded; the next, the war with Mexicp, and I 
never like to discuss that very much, I do not think that the 
war with Mexico shed any very great credit upon us; and the 
last, the war with Spain, and I have often thought of that 
as more or less o f an accident, for if we had not had 
that incident in Havana Harbor, the explosion or the blow­
ing up of the Maine, I think we might have gotten away 
without that one.
Every other dispute we have had with any nation, we 
have been able to settle by peaceful means.
By our aloofness during all these years, we escaped all 
the wars in Europe, we did not participate in any of them; 
we had no alliances; we moved along the course that we 
thought we should follow, unhampered by the dictation of 
anybody else.
W e took part in the two Hague Conferences, we tried 
to work out some plan there that would enable the nations 
of the world to settle their disputes peacefully, and to that 
end enter into conventions providing means and methods 
for such adjustments.
Then in bilateral treaties with England and France, we 
tried to put forward the cause of arbitration, by eliminating 
some of the things that prove most difficult in securing 
arbitration,57
In addition to our example as a state which had been able 
to settle its disputes by peaceful means, prior to our entry into 
World W ar I and excepting the three wars described above, 
President Clark believed that we had a particular role to play 
as mediator, as a state whose good offices could only be used 
by belligerents if we were not in that position ourselves. In 
a Conference address delivered in October 1939, on the oc­
casion of the beginning of war in Europe, he reiterated his 
belief of the proper role for the United States in that great 
conflict:
Our plain duty to humanity and to the cause of peace, 
our duty to our Creator, require that we preserve the moral 
force and influence we now have, that we regain what 
we have lost, and that then we increase to the highest possi-
“ Ibid. :  '
"Clark, “ Our D w indling Sovereignty."
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ble point this greatest of all instrumentalities for world 
peace. If we become parties to this world war, on what­
ever side, to determine the present issues of the war, we shall 
lose all this moral power and influence, and sink with the 
world to the level where just our brute might shall be the 
sole and only measure of our strength. This would be an 
appalling prostitution of our heritage.55
Later, during World War II and after our entry as a belliger­
ent, President Clark again reviewed our history as a peace- 
seeking nation and pleaded for a continuation of that tradition.
From the Jay Treaty with Great Britain of 1793, until 
the recent past, we have encouraged and sought to secure the 
settlement of international difficulties and disputes by friend­
ly means— by arbitration where we were concerned, and by 
arbitration and mediation where others only were involved.
In the two Hague Conferences of 1899 and 1907, while 
other nations busied themselves mostly with conventions 
dealing with war, our emphasis was placed on perfecting 
conventions for the pacific settlement of international dis­
putes. This was in line with the lofty purpose of our 
national diplomacy until after the last Hague Conference.
In all these, peace with other members of the society of 
nations motivated our course.
Nor should we overlook the special efforts of Secre­
taries Olney, Hay, Knox, and Bryan to negotiate both general 
and special treaties to promote peace, nor the Kellogg- 
Briand Pact for the Outlawry of War.
Nor should we end this brief catalogue of some of our 
efforts without calling attention to the Rush-Bagot notes by 
which the United States and Great Britain accomplished the 
limitation of armament on the Great Lakes, an informal 
agreement that has robbed our Canadian border question 
of all threat of trouble for more than 1 3 0  years.
That, gentlemen, is America’s record, the greatest record 
for peace made thus far by any nation in the world. Future 
generations will so appraise it.™
He ended his discourse with a powerful plea for a return to 
peaceful ways and a return to our role as the world's peace­
maker.
I believe that permanent peace will never come into the 
world from the m uiile of a gun. Guns and bayonets will,
,SJ. Reuben Clark, Jr., “ In Tim e o f  W ar,"  Improvement Era 42:656 
(Novem ber 1 9 39 ). Address delivered to the 110th Semi-Annual Conference 
of tlie Church. ■ ,
“ J. Reuben Clark, Jr., "Let Us Have Peace," Stand Fast By Our Consti­
tution (1 9 6 2 ), p. 58. .
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in the future as in the past, bring truces, long or short, 
but never peace that endures.
I believe President Wilson had the true principle when 
he spoke of the strength and power of the moral force of 
the world. Moral force in a nation fructifies industry, 
thrift, goodwill, neighborliness, the friendly intercourse of 
nations, the peace that all men seek; whereas force is barren.
I believe America’s role in the world is not one of force, 
but is of that same peaceful intent and act that has character­
ized the history of the country from its birth till the last 
third of a century.
I believe that moral force is far more potent than 
physical force in international relations.
I believe that America should again turn to the promotion 
of peaceful adjustment of international disputes, which will 
help us regain the measureless moral force we once possessed, 
to the regeneration and salvation of the world. W e now 
speak with the strength of physical force only; we have no 
moral force left,
I believe we should once more turn our brains and our 
resources to the problem, not o f killing men, women, and 
children, combatant and noncombatant, but of bringing to 
them more of good living and high thinking,00
President Clark’s isolationism did not stem entirely, or 
perhaps even dominantly, from his secular views on world 
politics. His political opinions were shaped in large part by a 
religious faith which was based upon three basic theological 
postulates, leading in turn to two conclusions for secular poli­
tics. First, the Lord has commanded from Sinai and in the 
Garden, ''thou shalt not kill.” Second, that injunction applies 
to war.01 Third, we are relieved of this prohibition against
“ Ibid., P. 76.
“‘ "T h e  long-threatened and dreaded war has broken out. Its end and 
Fruition await now  the measure o f God's infinite wisdom, justice, and mercy. 
The divine law on the taking o f  human life  was proclaimed at Sinai and in 
the Garden. This law, w e declare, is equally binding upon men and upon 
nations. It embraces war. W e  further declare that G od is grieved by war 
and that he w ill hold subject to the eternal punishments o f his will those who 
wage it unrighteously.
"W e  affirm that all international controversies may be settled by pacific 
means if nations w ill but deal unselfishly and righteously one with another. 
W e  appeal to the leaders o f  all nations and to the people themselves thus 
to mend and adjust their differences, lest the vials o f  G od 's wrath be poured 
out upon the earth, for  he has said he w ill visit his wrath upon the 
wicked without measure.
"W e  call the unrighteous o f the world to repentance— a forsaking o f sin 
and a returning to righteousness, for the Lord has said:
'I, the Lord, am angry with the wicked. I am holding my Spirit 
from  the inhabitants o f the earth. I have sworn in my wrath
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war only when God commands that we go to war— and then 
He will go before us and fight our battles.
33. And again, this is the law that I gave unto mine 
ancients, that they should not go out into battle against any 
nation, kindred, tongue, or people, save I, the Lord, com­
manded them.
34. And if any nation, tongue, or people should pro­
claim war against them, they should first lift a standard of 
peace unto that people, nation, or tongue;
35. And if that people did not accept the offering of 
peace, neither the second nor the third time, they should 
bring these testimonies before the Lord;
36. Then I, the Lord, would give unto them a com­
mandment, and justify them in going out to battle against 
that nation, tongue, or people.
37. And I, the Lord, would fight their battles, and their 
children’s battles, and their children's children’s, until they 
had avenged themselves on all their enemies, to the third and 
fourth generation.02
One conclusion for international politics followed from this. 
No alliances should be entered into which in any way tram­
meled our discretion to go to war only under the conditions 
specified by the Lord. Finally, though not stemming necessari­
ly from this theological teaching, whenever we chose to go 
to war we lost our potential role as a neutral peacemaker.
In addition to his abhorrence for war (and most particu­
larly for our participation as a belligerent in any war in
and decreed wars upon the face o f the earth, and the wicked 
■shall slay the wicked, and fear shall come upon every man.' 
(D octrine and Covenants 63 :32-33)
" W e  condemn all o f war's foul brood— avarice,. greed, misery, want, 
disease, cruelty, hate, inhumanity, savagery, death.
"W e  earnestly implore all members o f  the ’Church to Sove their brethren 
and sisters, and all peoples whoever and wherever they are; to banish hate 
from their lives, to fill their hearts with charity, patience, long-suffering, and 
forgiveness. T he Master said:
'Love your enemies, bless them that curse you, do good  to them 
that hate you, and pray for them which despitefuliy use you,
■and persecute you.1 (M atthew 5 :44 )
"W e  ask the Lord so to overrule the plans and designs o f man that this 
war shall not spread to countries not now involved, and especially that 
America shall escape the material and spiritual lavages o f war.
"W e  pray that the spirit now raging in men’s hearts, o f hate, o f ex­
ploitation, o f  desire to dominate, may be supplanted by the spirit o f  reconcili­
ation and forgiveness, that in obedience to principles' o f  righteousness and 
of justice this war without further bloodshed and suffering may be brought to 
an early close." Message from  the First Presidency o f  the Church o f Jesus 
Christ o f Latter-day Saints in Conference Report, 1939, p. 8.
“ Doctrine and Covenants 98:33-37.
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which we were not morally obliged to participate), President 
Clark opposed colonial or imperial intervention of any kind 
into the affairs of other states. Time and again he inveighed 
against a busy-body foreign policy. His objection to colonial 
or imperial intervention covered the entire spectrum of classi­
cal nineteenth-century practice which extended into our own 
century, to economic or political intrusions which resulted in 
interventionist politics of perhaps a lesser order of magnitude. 
On this point lie maintained a completely consistent position 
from the beginning of his professional career prior to World 
War I, to the end of his life.
His position on interventionist politics was clearly affected 
by his abhorrence of any policy resembling that of Metternich 
and Talleyrand, or those of Elizabeth I and Henry IV two cen­
turies before, in which groupings of states sought to contain 
the power of a third state or to dictate the nature of its in­
ternal polity, most often to accomplish the maintenance of 
the status quo. In a background paper prepared in 1914, just 
prior to the outbreak of World War I and in preparation for 
the projected Third Hague Conference (which was aborted by 
the great W ar), President Clark opposed any scheme similar 
to the Congress of Vienna; he opposed any concept of a big- 
power directorate over world events to be accomplished by 
interventionist policies; he opposed the concept of spheres 
of influence which granted one or another state particular in- 
terventionary prerogatives. Finally, he opposed any form of 
third party intervention in civil strife except to protect the in­
tervening state’s nationals.
Is the United States prepared to take the position that 
the existing status quo of the world shall be permanently 
maintained, and this status quo includes not only the per­
petuation of existing states in their extent, boundaries, etc., 
but it includes and must include, if  it would command the 
adherence of the monarchies of the world, the perpetuation 
of the existing status quo of government? Is the United 
States prepared to say that there shall be no further evolution 
in the monarchic governments of the world? W ould they 
support a treaty which guaranteed the perpetuation of the 
absolute monarchy of Russia? . . .
. . .  Is the United States itself in a position to join in a 
sort of second Holy Alliance with a view to determining, or 
participating in a determination of, the internal policies of 
foreign peoples with whose aims and aspirations the Ameri­
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can people may have little in common? Is the United States 
prepared' to say what form of government shall exist in 
every other country in the world? Is it prepared to say that 
no people shall rise up and throw off a despotic power, or 
correct intolerable evils, by force of arms?1"1
Within months of this writing, World War I began. Before 
peace came, the dynastic, imperial governments in Russia, 
Austria-Hungary, and Germany were destroyed and the whole 
governmental fabric of Europe profoundly and irreversibly 
changed. .
In a speech delivered in 1945 before the National In­
dustrial Conference Board in New York, after the conclusion 
of the Second World War, President Clark reaffirmed his 
hostility to the spirit of colonial or interventionist influence 
upon foreign states, whether accomplished by force of arms, 
as discussed in his writings prior to the First World War, 
or by economic levers:
W ith all due respect to our governmental departments 
and those who man them, one can be reasonably certain that 
the dominating element in making the loans by government 
will, in many cases, be the political element, and political 
loans are always a highly hazardous venture. N o  loan is 
likely to be made to the fellow we do not like, no matter 
how sound he may be financially, and loans will be 
made to the fellow we do like, without too much 
scrutiny about his financial responsibility, providing he 
promises to play our game. Making such loans would 
mean our control of the- domestic policies of every country 
willing to sell out to us. Thus we would become not only 
the monitor, but the dictator of every little country in the 
world, we would be trying to control their national, eco­
nomic, even cultural life, to meet the ideas of the official 
staffs and their civilian cronies of our departments. To do 
this we shall have to dictate who shall govern the borrowing 
countries.
There is a good deaL of talk about remaking die world 
to conform to our standards of life and living, as to food, 
clothing, education, economics, culture, government, and 
what not.
W e must give up this idea too many of us have, that our 
way of life and living is not only the best, but often the only 
true way of life and living in the world, that we know what 
everybody else in the world should do and how they should 
do it. W e must come to realize that every race and every
03J. Reuben Clark, Jr., “Memorandum to the Preparatory Committee to 
the Third Hague Conference" (1912), pp. 44-45.
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people have their own way of doing things, their own 
standards of life, their own ideals, their own kinds of food 
and clothing and drink, their own concepts of civil obli­
gation and honor, and their own views as to the kind of 
government they should have. It is simply ludicrous for 
us to try to recast all o f these into out mold.
Furthermore, we must come to acknowledge and accord 
to every people, the divinely given right to live their own 
lives as they wish to live them. W e claim this for ourselves; 
we must yield it to others."
Serious question may be raised regarding the desirability—  
indeed, the possibility— of America standing completely aloof 
from European international politics in our time, when there 
is yet no European "balance." The existence of two super­
powers, with strategic weapons-systems which dwarf the mili­
tary capacity of any other state or grouping of states, changes 
radically the situation from that which existed when President 
Clark was engaged in public life. The existence of this relative 
bipolarity (at least such a condition based upon the criterion 
of strategic weapons, economic and other forms of power 
for the moment not considered) caused by two super powers, 
one with hegemonial if not imperial interests upon Europe 
and parts of Asia, may make it impossible for the other to 
stand by as a neutral. But that was not the condition of the 
world in all but the last few years of President Clark’s life. 
The goals for which he strove— the preservation of the in­
tegrity of each state from alien intrusion; the resolution of dis­
putes by peaceful means; an avoidance of war— are as much 
to be desired and sought after now as then.
President Clark’s beliefs— in avoiding balance of power 
politics in Europe, in maintaining our integrity and morality 
through neutrality in order to perform the role of objective 
and detached peacemaker, in avoiding die presumptuousness 
inherent in exerting any colonial or imperial dominance over 
others— quite naturally led to one of his most influential 
acts in shaping the nature of American foreign policy and in­
ternational relations in this hemisphere.
The Clark Memorandum on the Monroe Doctrine05 repudi­
ated any political or legal right of the United States, by virtue
“J. Reuben- Clark, Jr., "Public Loans to Foreign Countries," 20 November 
1945. Address delivered to the 273rd meeting of the National Industrial Cos, 
Bd,, Inc.
“ President Clark gave public acknowledgment in his Memorandum to 
John Bassett Moore, Hamilton Fish Professor of International Law and
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of the Monroe Doctrine, to intervene in the affairs of Latin 
American states. This effectively negated the Roosevelt Corol­
lary to the Monroe Doctrine, which doctrine was announced 
by President Monroe in his annual message in 1823.06 Basically, 
the Doctrine declared that the United States would oppose 
future colonization, or any other form of political control over 
countries within the Western Hemisphere, by European states. 
This was qualified by our pledge of non-interference in 
relations between existing colonies or dependent states in 
this hemisphere and their metropolitan European states.
The basis of this doctrine, President Clark believed, had 
been laid by America's early leaders; their policies assured 
that this country, and indeed this continent, should enjoy an 
existence separate from Europe. He noted that the Monroe 
Doctrine was not international law, but rather, in the words 
of Elihu Root, "rests upon the right of self-protection and 
tliat right is recognized by international law.”CT The major 
clarification accomplished by the Clark Memorandum was its 
emphasis of the fact that the Monroe Doctrine related solely 
to relationships between Europe on the one side and American 
states on the other. It did not define relationships between 
the United States and Latin American States, nor relationships 
between the Latin American states themselves.
It is [important] to note . . . that the declaration does 
not apply to purely inter-American relations.
Nor does the declaration purport to lay down any princi­
ples that ate to govern the interrelationship of the states 
of this Western Hemisphere as among themselves.
The Doctrine states a case of United States v. Europe, 
not of United States v. Latin America,03 .
President Clark noted that many situations popularly
Diplomacy at Columbia University, and Assistant Secretary of State, the editor 
of the Digest of Internaiiufh/t Law then published by the Department of State. 
Clark, Memorandum on the Monroe Doctrine, p. ix. President Clark noted that 
a substantial part of the basic research in international law and practice upon 
which the Clark Memorandum was based was accomplished by Professor Moore 
and was taken from his great D igest by President Clark for use in Ins Memo­
randum.
“ It should be noted that the basic points of the Monroe Doctrine had 
been commonly accepted policy of our country and most European states long 
before the final development of the formal Doctrine by Adams, Monroe, 
Canning and Rush,
07Clark, Memorandum on the Monroe Doctrine, p. xv, 
csIbid„ p. xrx.
thought to be covered by the Doctrine in fact were not. For 
example, the Monroe Doctrine was not hostile to the estab­
lishment of monarchical governments in the Americas. Mon­
archies had been established in Brazil, Haiti, and Mexico 
without objection by the United States.69 Our objection to 
Maximilian’s empire in Mexico had been based primarily on 
its reliance upon European troops for its maintenance and 
support. Further, the Doctrine had no application to wars 
between American states; it was not concerned with the rela­
tions between colonies held in Latin America by European 
states prior to 1823; it had no relevance to wars between metro­
politan European states and their colonies established prior to 
this date; nor was it a pledge by. the United States guaranteeing 
protection of Latin States beyond our unilaterally accomplished 
decision in a particular situation to do so. The Doctrine did not 
prohibit European states from waging war on Latin American 
states nor did it obligate the United States to defend any 
Latin state engaged in such a war. A final limitation upon 
the Doctrine, as determined by President Clark, was that it 
had never received the formal sanction of Congress.70
The so-called "Roosevelt Corollary" to the Monroe Doc­
trine announced the United States’ intention to adjust finan­
cial and other difficulties between Latin states and Europe 
to prevent European states from intervening in this hemisphere 
in forceful resolution of such disputes. For example, an in­
ternational legal doctrine of the time, somewhat tenuous then, 
and more substantially repudiated since, allowed for the 
forcible collection of debts by certain actions being taken by 
the lending nation against the debtor nation. Seizure of cus­
toms houses occasionally occurred in such situations. President 
Clark concluded that the policy of the Roosevelt Corollary to 
intervene before European intervention was not justified by 
the basic tenets of the Monroe Doctrine,
Finally, President Clark concluded that the Monroe Doc­
trine was a unilateral pronouncement by the United States, 
not formally an agreement between the United States and the 
United Kingdom, or part of conventional international law. 
It was a statement of policy to be interpreted and applied uni­
laterally by the United States.
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“ Ibid., p. xxiii. 
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FORCE AND W AR
President Clark did not view international war as simply 
an extension of political discourse, but rather as a violation 
of God's law71 unless sanctioned expressly by Him.
Nothing is more unrighteous, more unholy, more un-Godly 
than man-declared mass-slaughter of his fellowman for an 
unrighteous cause. It has brought down the wrath of the 
Almighty in all times. God will visit His vengeance upon 
all who bring it. The law declared at Sinai was 'Thou shall 
not kill,' and in the Garden of Gethsemane: 'All they that 
take the sword shall perish by the sword.’ W ith these di­
vine commands deep-embodied in our spiritual consciousness, 
we can look with no degree of allowance upon the sin of 
unholy war, and a war to make conquest or to keep conquest 
already made is such a war.1-
President Clark attacked as specious and deceptive the 
reasons usually given for going to war. He did not believe 
that the world could be made safe for democracy, or freed 
from want and fear, by means of war. He considered that 
the real reasons for most wars— from our own war with Mexi­
co to World Wars I and II— were based on greed and lust 
for power and possessions, leading to imperial wars of con­
quest.
The love of liberty is a fairly universal passion of humanity 
when free to express itself. But liberty was never implanted 
in the hearts of a people from the point of a bayonet, nor 
will it ever be from the nose of an airbomb. Can we keep 
a straight face and say that bombers and occupying armies 
are to bring subjection without fear,— that they will give 
freedom from fear through fear?T3
He viewed the natural effects of war— the pain and kill­
ing, the brutalizing of a population taught to hate and to kill, 
the loss of spirituality and the physical and mental degradation 
produced by both the battlefield and by the propaganda of 
hate at home— as being its only real results. After describing 
the physical cost of World War II in terms of the millions 
of dead and wounded and the overwhelming destruction of 
property, President Clark noted the profound spiritual effect 
of that “apostasy from peace:”
' ‘See notes 61 (inti 62 and accompanying text. 
” Clark, "In Time of War." See note 58 above. 
'“Clark, "Some Factors.”  See note 53 above.
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youth and older men to the very depths of desponding 
atheism. Our whole social structure seems undermined. W e 
are becoming a blaspheming, unchaste,.non~Chrjstian, Godless 
race. Spiritually we seem ripe for another war."1
Another result of war, far removed -from the platitudes 
about the safety of democracy, or freedoms from want and 
fear, was an increase in the influence of militaristic thinking, 
both within our domestic poLity and upon our foreign policy. 
President Clark decried this trend in Conference addresses,71 
secular speeches70 and in professional writings.7'
Furthermore, I regret to say, indeed I am almost 
ashamed to say, that at the moment, our military branches
:*CEark, "Let Us Have Peace.” See note 59 above.
^President Clark called for the reimposition of law upon international 
violence even during time of war. "Is it not time in the world for a curb 
to be placed upon the narrow, fiendish concepts of militarists, and their evil 
lusts and passions by which they are constantly driven to plan and carry 
out ever increasing woej misery, destruction, and slaughter of the aged, the 
infirm, the sick, the crippled, of children, youth, and mothers, babes at their 
breasts? There are elements of good that must control the base in men, even 
in war. How long will their ears be deaf to the cries of the Christian 
conscience of the world, and to their own better instincts as men? How long 
will they challenge the eternal principle voiced by the Master two milleniums 
ago?' "With what measure ye mete, it shall be measured to you again?' 
And again 'Put up again thy sword unto his place for all they that take 
the sword shall perish with the sword.' "  j. Reuben Clark, Jr., ’ "With What 
Measure.”  Address delivered at Semi-Annual Conference, 8 Apri! 1945. See 
also text accompanying note 127.
Ia"lt seems safe to say that never in the recorded history of the world 
has hate found such a place in the hearts of men as today. Our millions 
from the war come home hating our enemies, and they are not too discriminat­
ing in transferring that bate to their home-folk neighbors, who displease them. 
The tens of millions of our allies, back from the war, are saturated with a 
like hate, which is likewise transferable. The millions of our late arms- 
bearing enemies are cursed with the same hate, and our treatment of them 
as a conquered foe is making that hate a consuming fire in their souls.
“ This hate has entered the hearts of great masses of the civilians of all 
the late warring nations. This hate breeds fear, not only among us people 
who fought, but among those who were, in effect, neutrals. Hate and fear 
always command force as their ally, and these three together demand the 
extermination of that which is hated and feared.
“ Hate and fear made and used the atomic bomb, the greatest potential 
curse that man has yet known, for it can wipe out mankind, even as it
may be the greatest potential blessing yet available to him. Furthermore, our
military men are planning that we shall exterminate our next enemies, and 
those enemies are planning that they will exterminate us.
"Popular feeling is being flogged into a support of this plnn. The press, 
the movies, the radio, the rostrum, all are deliberately used to build this 
terrible aim in our hearts. Enormous sums are expended by the military in propa 
ganda, to scare us civilians into a blind following of their insanity. Often 
this propagandizing is crudely done, at other times it is carried on with 
great craft and cunning, W e are to be made so jittery with fear that we 
shall follow with eyes shut where they lead.
"W hat a travesty on human intelligence to speak of the late conflict as 
a war to destroy fear and want, for fear never before crushed out sanity
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seem in almost complete control o f our own government. 
They appear to dominate Congress, and under the circum­
stances, we may assume they are in sufficient control o f our 
foreign relations to be able to set the international scene.
To us who do not know, it looks clear that we are today 
getting the same sort o f forebodings that preceded the last 
war. W e are not justified in doubting, on the facts we 
have, that we of the United States are, for the first time in 
our history, under a real threat from our military arm, and 
that if  the plans of the militarists carry, we shall become 
as thoroughly militarized as was Germany at her best, or 
worst. Certain it is we are being generously dosed with that 
sovereign narcotic, which designing militarists have in the 
past always administered to their peoples, the doctrine that 
to ensure peace we must maintain a great army and gigantic 
armaments. But this ignores, indeed conceals, the unvarying 
historical fact that big armies have always brought, not peace, 
but war which has ended in a hate that in due course brings 
another war.
Our militarists will no more be able to let a great army 
lie unused than they were able to withhold the use of the 
atom bomb once they had it, even though some military 
men are now quoted as saying the war was won before the 
bombs were dropped on Nagasaki and Hiroshima. Under 
the threat that Germany was perfecting such a bomb, we 
were justified in perfecting ours. But it may well be a 
disaster to civilization for us unnecessarily to have initiated 
its use. Some of us think it was shameful.
A ll this is not the way to peace, but to war.78
President Clark was one of the early proponents for the
so much as it does today, and want never sapped the lives of so many peoples 
as now, and all this because of the war. Hate and fear are the terrible fiendish 
offspring of this war.
"I  have already referred to the plans of the General Staffs of the world 
to make the next war a war of actual extermination. In this connection we must 
note that the army reports that are given out, quite clearly suggest plans to 
develop bamb-carrying rockets and thus exterminate the enemy. But that is 
a game two can play, and if it can be effectively done, it will be the fellow 
who starts first who will win. Japan's example in the last war shows what 
that could mean. And it seems fatuous to insanity to assume that other nations 
will not develop an atom bomb. The acts and attitude of our most likely 
future enemy, suggest they have the secret already. . . .
AU this in the face of the divine command: 'Thou shalt love thy 
neighbor as thyself.' It is just as certain as that we are here today, that unless 
° U5 °jWn Genwal Staff is brought under rigid control, and we change our tactics 
and diplomacy, our children, and indeed some of us, will be the victims of 
the most dire war this world has ever seen, and it is not certain that we 
shall be the victors. J. Reuben Clark, Jr., "Slipping From our Old Moorings.” 
,TJ. Reuben Clark, Jr., "foreign  Affairs.” Speech delivered 28 November 
1928 to the National Group, Washington, D.C. (Available at the Brigham 
Young University Library).
'"Clark, "Awesome Task," p. 71.
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outlawry o f war. A s has been described previously,70 the out­
lawry o f war was a basic part o f.h is  own proposal for an 
international organization for dispute resolution. However, 
he believed that several exceptions should be made to any 
such agreement. In his background writings done in prepar­
ation for the W ashington Conference on the Limitation of 
Armaments, held in 1921,80 President Clark noted four ex­
ceptions to his draft proposal for the outlawry of war. First, 
civil war must remain legal, as it seemed to be on occasion 
the only way a people could rid themselves o f oppressive re­
gimes.81 Second, he favored an exception permitting the forc­
ible protection of nationals abroad, (This older rule of 
international law has been under increasing criticism and has 
substantially atrophied. President Clark noted the possibility 
o f its abuse83 and decried interventionism under this guise with 
a fervor unsurpassed by the critics o f this rule today.)83 At 
the time of his preparation for the W ashington Conference, 
President Clark favored another exception allowing belligerent 
operations against a state defaulting on an arbitral award.8'1 
H e seemed to retreat from this exception later in his life, 
however.63 Finally, and most important to the problem he 
was then considering— namely, a disarmament treaty— he fav­
ored an exception to the outlawry of war to permit belligerent 
operations for the enforcement o f disarmament provisions of 
a treaty sufficient to preserve the integrity o f the agreement.'1'
As would be expected, President Clark supported the 
Rellogg-Briatid Treaty outlawing aggressive war.87
There are many causes for international unfriendliness,
but the most potent of them all, indeed more potent than
“ See the In ternational System section o f this article.
S0J . R euben Clark, J r ., "P relim inary  M em orandum  N o. J,"  (Prepared  for 
the U nited  States P reparatory C om m ittee fo r the W ashing ton  Disarmament 
Conference, 1 9 2 1 ); J . Reuben Clark, Jr., “ P relim inary  Suggestions." (M em o­
randum  prepared  fo r the W ash ing ton  D isarm am ent Conference, 29 Ju ly  1921).
“ See d iscussion  in th is article o f in ternational laws of civil strife,
“'"P re lim in ary  M em orandum  N o. 3,” pp. 5-6.
5:lCf. Thom as and T hom as, The Dominican Crisis 1965 ( 1967).
“ "P relim inary  M em orandum  N o . 3." p. 8,
MJ. Reuben Clark, Jr., "P u b lic  Loans to Foreign Countries," address de­
livered in  N ew  Y ork, 1946. (T ex t available in  B righam  Y oung  University 
L ibrary.)
“ “ P relim inary M em orandum  N o. 3,” p. 8.
"T rea ty  fo r the R enunciation  of W a r  (K ellogg-B riand  P a c t) , 46 Stat. 
2343, 94 L .N .T .S . 57 (Paris, 27 A ugust 1 9 2 8 ).
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all the others combined, is international war. The embers 
of hate enkindled during such a conflict glow for many 
years; sometimes a generation must pass before the coals 
are so dead they may not be fanned into a flame and may- 
become an enguifing conflagration.
Few o f us have lost a vivid memory of what those ter­
rible postwar years meant . . . .  W e should go fat before we 
again invite such an experience. Whatever makes for peace, 
we should upon the most material' considerations— to say 
nothing of the larger humanitarian and spiritual aspects—  
support or foster. Secretary Kellogg has made a great move 
towards peace by negotiating the Treaty renouncing war. 
There are some who will say it goes too far; there ace 
others who will complain it does not go far enough. What­
ever may be said on the one side or the other of this 
difference in view, this may be said for the Treaty itself: 
it crystallizes the peace sentiment of the world against war.
It is a standard around which the influences that make for 
peace in the world, can hereinafter rally. It will be die 
acclaim of peace which will, at least sometimes, drown the 
alarm of war. It is the 'thou shalt not' which, becoming 
operative, will hereafter bring every nation making war, face 
to face with its blighted word, for judgment by peoples of 
the world,aa
President Clark had no illusions about the capacity of an 
international agreement outlawing war to, in itself, legislate 
war out o f existence. H e considered the effect o f such a treaty 
to be worthwhile, however, in its capacity to cause a hardening 
of public opinion against aggressive war and a refining o f inter­
national legal thinking on the definition o f such a war.80 (In 
a similar manner he supported many disarmament agreements 
accomplished, beginning with the Rush-Bagot agreement, and 
continuing through the first decades o f this century.)00
“ Clark, "Foreign A ffairs."
P resident C lark  explains his position on the  values of a treaty outlaw ing 
war: "W h ile  w ar will scarcely be abolished by resolu tion  . . .  it w ould 
crystallize a grow ing  w orld  sentim ent against w ar, w ould declare a standard 
by which the nations and peoples thereof w ould be entitled  to judge every 
future w ar (condem ning or o therw ise the parties thereto in accordance w ith 
the standard set u p ) and w ould so give direction and form  to the great 
operative m oral forces in  the w orld by w hich alone the ultim ate disappearance 
of war from  the  earth  may be accom plished." Clark, "System of Pacific Settle­
ment,” pp. 37 and 39.
““N o r shou ld  w e overlook the  special efforts o f  Secretaries OIney, H ay 
Knox and Bryan to negotiate both general and  special treaties to promote* peace 
nor the K ellogg-B riand Pact fo r the outlaw ry of war.
"N or should  w e end this brief catalogue of some of o u r efforts w ithou t 
calling a tten tion  to the R ush-B agot notes by. w hich the U nited  States and 
Great Britain  accom plished the lim ita tion  of arm am ent on the G reat Lakes
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Consistent with his position on the outlawry o f war, 
President Clark believed that title to territory acquired by con­
quest should not be recognized in international law, a position 
later to become United States policy, at least for a time, and 
known as the Stimson Doctrine o f Non-Recognition.01
. . .  if  conquest can give a good title to territory, then con­
quest is a legitimate means of getting good title to territory.
an inform al agreem ent th a t has robbed o u r C anadian  border question  of all 
th rea t o f  troub le  fo r m ore th a n  130 years.” C lark, "L et U s H ave Peace," p, 58.
"N o r  is the idea o f a  lim itation  upon arm am ent anything new to the 
U nited States. M ore than  100 years ago, the U nited  States and G reat Britain 
entered in to  an agreem ent lim iting  th e ir  respective naval arm am ent on the 
G reat Lakes under circum stances and w ith  the app lication  o f  princip les which 
seem ed to  be w orthy  o f m ore than  m ere  passing  com m ent a t this time. The 
T reaty  o f G hent, m ade in  1817, has continued in  force, m odified , til l  the 
present tim e." C lark, "L im itations of A rm s Conferences," Speech, 1924.
’“ 'C onquest is th e  acquisition o f  the  territo ry  o f an enemy by its complete 
and fina l subjugation  and a  d e d ic a tio n  of the conquering sta te 's in ten tion  to 
annex it. In  practice a title  by conquest is rare, because th e  annexation  of 
territory after a  w ar is generally  carried ou t by a treaty of cession ,. although 
such a treaty o ften  only  confirm s a title  already acquired by conquest . . . .
"T h ere  is an obvious m oral objection to the legal recognition of a  title 
by conquest, bu t it is no grea ter than  the m oral objection to the  recognition 
o f an  enforced cession of territory. T h a t the la tte r  has in  the past conferred 
a valid  legal title  is undeniable, and it w ould have been idle fo r the law 
to have accepted th e  effects of fo rce ■when the  fo rm ality  of a forced  assent 
had follow ed and  no t otherw ise. T h e  attitude  of the  law tow ards both  these 
titles has been m erely a corollary, b u t a necessary corollary, of its inability 
to regu late  th e  use by states o f  arm ed force. So long  as w ar continues to 
be used as an instrum ent of na tional policy, it  w ill continue to p roduce  the 
same results as i t  has in  the past, and one o f  those results w ill be the annex­
ation  of territory. .
" I t  was proposed in  1932 by M r. Stimson, then A m erican Secretary of 
State, and his proposal has come to be know n as the Stim son D octrine of 
N on-R ecognition, th a t states should  refuse to recognize 'any situation, treaty 
or agreem ent w hich may be b rought about contrary to th e  covenants and ob­
ligations of the P act o f Paris,' Thereby, he said, 'a  caveat w ill be placed 
upon such actions which, w e believe, w ill effectively b ar th e  legality hereafter 
of any title  o r r ig h t sought to be obtained by pressure o r treaty violation.’ 
T he Assembly o f the League also passed a resolu tion  to the  sam e effect.
"U nfortuna te ly  the legal consequences w hich  M r. Stim son foresaw  for 
his doctrine are by no m eans sure. If  non-recognition  should leave unchanged 
the facts of w hich i t  m arks disapproval, it w ould result in  a discordance be­
tw een the law  and the facts w hich  in  the long run  w ould m erely advertise 
the im potence of the law. W ith in  three years o f the League Resolution, 
Italy had  conquered E thiopia, and m ost of the League states had  decided 
that it was expedient to recognize th a t E th iop ia  had  becam e Ita lian  territory. 
T h e  tru th  is th a t in ternationa l law  can no m ore refuse  to recognize that a 
finally successful conquest does change the title  to territory than  m unicipal law 
can a change of regim e b rough t about by a successful revolution . W h a t have 
h itherto  been the  legal consequences of successful w ar cannot in  th e  long run 
be avoided by any change in  the  law, o r  any w ell-in tentioned convention of 
states w hich does n o t also reg ister a change in their practice in  respect of 
w ar.”
Brierly, The Law of Nations, 6th ed. (W aldcock, 1 9 6 3 ), pp . 171-73, 
quo ted  in  Friedm an, International Law  (1 9 6 9 ) , pp . -465-466.
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This is the unholy rule of force, the unholy rule that 
'might makes right.'
This is the rule that has lain behind every great empire 
that has ever been built during the whole history of the 
world; it lies behind every great empire that exists today. 
There is nothing new in the doctrine, neither in the practice.
Under such a rule, war is and must always be the in­
strument o f the growth of empire. Under such a rule nations 
rise and fall, as might advances or wanes.
Under such a rule, safety in empire comes only to the 
power which is dominant in arms and resources.
But such a rule of .force, of 'might makes right,’ is Satan- 
born. It is not of God.
Obviously no great empire of conquest can sleep quietly 
and comfortably at nights if the have-nots swagger forth in 
search o f more territory and are willing to fight for it.s:
Most o f the literature in international law and foreign 
policy dealing with war prevention treats only the supposed 
origin o f wars, that is, their physical beginnings.53 President 
Clark understood that many, if not most, international wars 
have their origins, partially at least, in the nature o f tire 
resolution o f their predecessors. He noted, in many addresses 
and writings, that the seeds o f W orld W ar II were planted 
at Versailles.04 Unlike many others who have made the same 
point, President Clark forecast such a result shortly after the
S3J. R euben Clark, J r ., Conference Report, 1938, p. 13.
“ Fred Ik le  explains: "H o w  are wars brought to an end? H isto rians, stu­
dents of m ilitary strategy, and experts on foreign affairs have tended to neglect 
this question. M uch attention, by contrast, has been devoted to the question 
of how  w ais begin. T hus, the origins o f W o rld  W a r I  and W o rld  W ar II 
have been stud ied  frequently  and in  much detail; the motives, plans, and efforts 
for term inating  these two w ars have received far less consideration,
"T h is im balance prevails no t only among studies of past w ars bu t also 
in w ritings on contem porary issues o f  in ternational conflict, w hether they are 
concerned w ith how  to deter wars o r  how  to figh t them . Indeed, past neglect 
of the question  o f ending w ars has contributed directly to its curren t neglect 
in m ilitary strategy and peacekeeping. I f  historians have Jess to o ffer on the 
term ination o f w ar than on the  in itia tion  of hostilities or on the conduct of 
military cam paigns, contem porary strategists and statesm en w ill be less stim u­
lated to antic ipate  and  cope realistically w ith  th e  problem  of bring ing  w ars to 
an end.” Fxed Ik le, Every W ar M ust End  (1 9 7 1 ) , p. v.
SJ"T h is is the  very issue that, tw enty years ago, w e sen t o u r young A m erica 
to E urope to settle. I t  w as o u r figh ting  there w hich  gave to the P rincipal 
A llied and associated pow ers their victory. W e  g o t n o th in g  ou t o f the conflict 
but the ill w ill of everyone— o u r foes because they w ere o u r foes, and of 
each _ o f o u r allies because of unbounded generosity, and o u r naive, unso­
phisticated unselfishness a t V ersailles. B u t w e d id  no t theti se ttle  th e  issue. 
It has risen again, W e  w ould not se ttle  it now  by jo in ing  in this conflict. 
This is one o f  those questions w hich can be settled only by the parties them ­
selves by them selves." C lark, " In  T im e of W a r ,” p. 656.
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Versailles settlement.95 This same reasoning caused him to 
seriously doubt the wisdom of pursuing a policy o f "uncon­
ditional surrender” against Germany in W orld W ar II. “B He 
evidently understood that the vacuum created by the complete 
devastation of Germany would be filled by another European 
power. The only state sufficiently powerful after the war 
to accomplish this was the Soviet Union.
Finally, President Clark warned against allowing our vic­
tory at the end of W orld W ar II to be turned into another 
spiraling rivalry, this time against the Soviet Union. H e rec- 
ogni2ed the threat that this totalitarian state posed to our 
country, but still maintained that a peaceful resolution of our 
differences should be sought:
Between ourselves and our late ally Russia, we are build­
ing a jealousy, a fear, a rivalry, and a hatred that unless 
halted will take us into the direst tragedy in. the history of 
the world, in its magnitude, in its physical destructive force, 
and in its intellectual and spiritual degradation, and possibly 
even to our annihilation . . . . .
W e alone in all the world challenge Russia’s aims. She 
hates and fears us. W e hate and are fearful of her. Thus 
far the two powers seem to plan and scheme only in terms 
of force. Battles on land, on sea, in the air, are to settle the 
matter. So far as we of the public know, the two sides 
have never worked together honestly trying by peaceful 
means to reach a mutual live-and-let-live understanding. W e 
do not know of even an effort on the part of both parties 
together, mutually to concede, mutually to put out of view  
the intent to use force to gain the end sought. Such an
ssIn  a le tter from  J . Reuben C lark to  his father, reported  in  the Salt Lake
Tribune, 26 February 1917, P residen t C lark show s that he  coaid foresee this 
event before the U nited  States entered W o rld  W a r I. H e  states; " In  my ju d g ­
ment, and  I  feel perfectly  satisfied th a t my judgm ent is right, i t  w ill be a
m onum ental m istake reaching o u t to a  fu tu re  d isaster fo r us to take p a rt in 
any E uropean Peace Conference. Problem s of E urope are w holly  d istinct from
us. W e have kep t o u t o f them  fo r nearly a century and a half. W e 
have had com parative peace as a  result, whereas, E urope has been regularly 
convulsed w ith  w ars, w ith  interm ission varying from  ten to tw enty-five years. 
European local interests are n o t o u r interests and w e have no business m ixing 
therein. M oreover, if  w e get in to  th e  European situation, E urope w ill get 
into the A m erican situation . O u r M onroe  D octrine  w ill disappear. W e  shall 
have strong E uropean governm ents pushed  up u nder o u r noses. W e  shall 
have all the rivalries inciden t to such a situation  and those rivalries w ill cer­
tainly and inevitably lead to arm ed conflicts. W e  cannot bu t pray th a t we 
shall miss th is cup. In  this connection, the w ords o f W ash ing ton  in  h is fare­
well address delivered 120 years ago, are ju st as apt as they w ere th e  day 
he delivered them ."
“ Clark, "L et U s H ave Peace;" C lark in  Conference Report, O ctober 1946; 
reported also in  "D em and Respect fo r H um an  L ife," Improvement Era 49:688  
(N ovem ber, 1 9 4 6 ); “ W ith  W h a t M easure,"
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effort may have been made, but we do not have the 
facts. Indeed, we must regretfully admit that our own m ili­
tary establishment seems to be now deliberately planning 
and preparing for another great war, it must be with 
Russia, since of the whole world she alone has the power 
and resources to challenge us, which war both sides plan, 
it is said, to make the most terrible and destructive of all re­
corded time.0T
THE LAW S O F  W A R
The modernization and implementation of the laws of 
war were central themes in President Clark’s philosophy of 
international law. This was true not only because he con­
sidered the laws o f war to be the nucleus and seminal spring 
of traditional international law, but also because he had an 
abiding concern for humanity.DS H e believed that the laws of 
war, as they have developed since the time of H ugo Grotius 
in the sixteenth century, were but a reflection o f the laws of 
God announced on Sinai and in the Garden of Gethsemane.90 
He observed:
The commandment 'Thou shalt not kill . , is binding 
upon every one of God’s children. It speaks to them as indi­
viduals; it commands them as associated together in nations 
. . .  it embraces the mass slaughter of war . . . .  It forecast 
the Master's law of love and forgiveness . . . .
To Peter, striking o ff with his sword the ear of 
Malchus, the High Priest's servant, at the moment of the 
Savior’s arrest, Jesus said: 'They that take the sword shall 
perish with the sword,’ and lastly, 'Thou shalt love thy neigh­
bor as thyself,’ which James called the ’Royal Law,’ which 
Jesus declared was one of the two commandments upon 
which hung all the law and the prophets.100
"C lark , "L et Us H ave Peace."
“ This concern was m anifest in nearly  a il of P resident C lark’s religious 
and secular speeches and his professional w ritings related to in ternational law. 
See, for example, h is  conference addresses delivered in: A pril 1937, O ctober 
1938, A pril 1939, O ctober 1939, A pril 1942, O ctober 1945, O ctober 1946, A pril 
1948, and O ctober 1948, See also th e  fo llow ing  articles, speeches and m em o­
randa: "S lipp ing  From  O u r O ld M oorings;"  " In  T im e of W a r ;” "T h e  A w e­
some T ask  of Peace;” "Let Us H ave Peace;1’ "W ith  W h a t M easure;" “Some 
Factors;” “ L im itation of A rm s Conferences;" "D em and fo r R espect;" "O u r 
Dwindling Sovereignty;" "P relim inary  M em orandum  N o . 3 ;” “M em orandum  
on the F o u r P ow er T reaty ;"  "L im itation  of A rm am ents at the F irs t H ague 
Conference;” "T h e  N e x t A dvance;" and "P relim inary  Suggestions.”
"C lark , "S lipp ing  From  O u r O ld  M oorings;"  "L et U s H ave Peace;" 
"W ith  W h a t M easure;" Conference Report, 1945; and "M essage o f the F irst 
Presidency," in  Conference Report, 1938.
’"’Clark, "S lipp ing  F rom  O u r O ld  M oorings."
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H e believed these prohibitions against violence could be re­
tired only by G od’s command.101 W ars o f conquest violated 
God’s law and the dictates o£ humanity.10'2 President Clark 
understood that an agreement prohibiting aggressive war, 
like a disarmament agreement, would not get to the basic 
elements o f war causation. But these approaches— seeking 
agreements to outlaw war and to limit its implements— were 
within die range of accomplishment by government while more 
basic remedies were not:
Accordingly a mere treaty provision, however broad- 
sweeping or condemnatory, cannot change the great funda­
mental ambition for power and dominion, all o f which are 
beyond the reach of mere government, being lodged with 
the people themselves, effort for advancement in the elimi­
nation of war must be focused upon that which gives promise 
of yielding to treaty stipulation and which generally is 
wholly within the power of government, that is to say, upon 
the making of an undertaking between governments here­
after to regard international wax as an illegal instrument 
for working out aggressive national aims and to consider the 
adjustments secured by a victor in such a war as void and of 
no force or effect,— or as it is sometimes expressed to 
outlaw international war and nullify the aggressor’s tri­
umphs.103
To be justified in going to war in self-defense, a nation must 
be foreclosed from all other alternatives; it must truly be that 
nation’s last resort.101
President Clark was adamant in his belief that once war 
had begun, "there are certain things that human beings would 
not do to their fellows.” 105 This statement reflects his deep 
belief in the efficacy o f the humanitarian laws imposed on 
the parties in armed conflict. It is this aspect o f the laws of 
war that dominated his writing and speeches on the subject. 
H e was impressed with the- development and application of 
these laws from the time of H ugo Grotius until the First
10iSee D octrine  and Covenants 98:33-37.
” !Ib id .; " In  T im e of W ar.''
IBCLark, "P relim inary  M em orandum  N o. 3,” p. 4. See also, J . Reuben
Clark, J r ., "G enera l P act fo r the R enunciation  of W a r.” A  m emorandum
prepared fo r the Senate C om m ittee on  Foreign Reiations, 15 January  1929; 
and J . Reuben Clark, Jr., "C riticism  of P lan  to .O utlaw  W a r."  M em orandum
prepared  for Senator N ew  of Indiana, 17 January  1922.
1MSee "P relim inary  M em orandum  N o . 3," p. 5.
J™CIark, "W ith  W h a t M easure.”
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World W ar, but was troubled by the change of behavior since
1914.
But as to these eternal principles, where do we now stand? 
'Thou shalt not kill.’ W e still frown on murder, but do I 
need to tell you in what small esteem, life is now held? . . .
The military staffs of all nations, including our. own, fresh 
from bloody battlefields, now plot and work night and 
day, even more feverishly than before World War I, and 
without the dissimulation that preceded that planning and 
scheming for the destruction, the literal extermination of 
every people in the world except their own and their favored 
friends. God's law is:. 'Thou shalt not k ill/ and He made 
no exceptions either directly or by implication, either as in­
dividuals or nations except by His special direction.100
President Clark believed that it was every nation’s responsi­
bility to establish human dignity and the principles o f Chris­
tianity to international affairs. Accordingly, the Jaws o f 
war loomed large in his conceptualization o f  international 
law and its role in the world. A  summary of the history of 
the laws o f war is helpful in appreciating President Clark's 
attitude toward them.
Although the wars fought in antiquity107 could be char­
acterized generally as being brutal,108 each civilization devel­
oped rules or laws governing its military’s conduct in war.101 
Perhaps the most advanced example comes from ancient 
India, where, although the Brahmans formulated maxims 
similar to Machiavelli’s Prince, they (unlike the latter) rec­
ommended moderation and even liberality to the vanquished. 
Their "laws o f warfare,” set down in the "Code of M anu”
Clark, S lipp ing  F rom  O u r O ld  M oorings.” See no te  53 above.
For the purposes of this article, an tiquity  encompasses the tim e period 
trom the daw n of civilization to around 200 A. D.
’““See Q. W righ t, Study of War, (1 9 6 5 );  L. M ontross, W ar Through the 
Ages ( I 9 6 0 ) ;  T urney-H igh , Primitive War, Its Practice mid Concepts (1 9 4 9 );
A. Nussbaum , A  Concise History of the Law of Nations, rev. ed. (1 9 5 4 );  T.
A. W alker, A  History o f the Law of Nations, 1 (1 8 8 9 ). ’
,  ,, exam ple, in ancient Greece, som e religious practices w ere generally
followed m  w ar. T h e  asylum of temples was extended to fugitives from  
battle and priests w ere usually considered inviolable. T he belligerent parties 
were allowed to bury their dead. See Thucydides, Peloponnesian War, bk. 6; 
and F. Laurent, Etudes stir I’Histoire de I'Humanite, 3 (1 8 6 5 ) . Rom an rules of 
war aiso had  m any relig ious overtones. Polybius explains tha t the laws of 
war allow ed the defeated to be w ith  their wives w hen sold into slavery 
Polybius, Shuckburg, ed. 2 :58  (1 8 8 4 ) . T o  deface temples, statues, and sim ilar 
structures, w ithou t any prospect of streng then ing  oneself o r  weakening the 
enemy was regarded as w anton violence, Ibid., 5.11.
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( Manava-Dharma-Sastra) 110 seem to have been inspired by a 
genuine regard for the rights o f humanity. Humane and even 
chivalrous treatment o f combatants, as well as non-combatants, 
was recommended,111
Although wars in the M iddle Ages .are considered to be 
the epitome of barbarism insofar as the laws o f war are con­
cerned, there were some significant advances made during 
this period. St. Augustine (354-430 A .D .) revived the ancient 
Roman doctrine o f the "just war,” and Tertullian (160-230 
A .D .) made strenuous objection to war and its atrocities on 
the basis o f the scriptures. Later, Isadore o f Seville (560­
636) and, more importantly, Thomas Aquinas (1225-1274) 
advanced these concepts. The Roman Catholic Church devel­
oped a comprehensive legal system which was codified and 
came to be known as Corpus Juris Canonici. These laws, of 
course, were neither national nor international, but rather 
supra-national or universal. They did, nevertheless, relate di­
rectly to the historical development o f the laws o f war as they 
are known today. Because o f the nature o f political organi­
zation during the M iddle Ages, feuds or "private wars” were 
rampant. W hen the writers o f the period discussed war, they 
envisaged these feuds rather than the national wars that we 
have experienced. The Roman Catholic Church did accept 
the legitimacy of the feuds, but attempted to control or at 
least mitigate them by means of the principle of the "Truce of 
G od.’ ’11” These truces were days during which no fighting 
could occur. In 1041 A .D ., these were expanded by the 
French Prelates to last from sunset Wednesday until sunrise 
Monday; they had become general ecclesiastical law by the 
Third Lateran Council in 1179.113
In addition to regulating the time and duration of battle,
^O rdinances o f M ann , trans. B urneli and H opkins; The L m v s  o[ Manw. 
Sacred Books o f the East, trans.. G . B uh ler (188(5).
l:1T h e  Code of M anu  dem ands that: "T he Sovereign rulers . . . are advised
to ravage Ihe enemy’s territory, and even 'spoi! h is fodder, food, w ater, and 
fuel; ' (bk . 6, art. 195 ) “ to burst tanks, enclosures and trenches; to  assail him
and terrify  him  by n igh t,” (bk . 6, art. 1 9 6 ). Y et the w arrio r should  no t 'slay
enemies by concealed weapons, nor barbed o r  poisoned [w eapons], n o r with 
f ire  k ind led  arrow s.’ (bk . 6, arts., 204-205.) N o r  shou ld  a w arrio r “ on
horseback slay an enemy dow n on the ground, a  eunuch, a suppliant, one 
w ith  loosened hair, is seated, one w ho is praying, one w ho says 'I  am thy 
prisoner.1 ” (bk . 6, art., 91 .)
“ !See "T ru ce  and Peace o f G od ," Encyclopedia of Social Science 15:107
(1 9 5 1 ); E. Semicbon, La Paix et La Treve de Dieu, 2 vols. 2nd ed. (1 8 6 4 ).
1I]A. N ussbaum , Law o f Nations, p. 17.
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the Church attempted to control its ferocity and the treatment 
of combatants and prisoners by forbidding the use o f the 
crossbow and arch,114 and prohibiting the enslavement of 
Christian prisoners o f war. Notwithstanding these few ad­
vances, medieval war was replete with excesses o f savagery 
and lack of control.115
Whatever degree o f regulation of war there had been 
completely disintegrated with the decentralization of the Com- 
munhas Christiana. The emergence o f the secular "nation­
state" relatively unaffected by the limitations placed on the 
conduct o f war by the Church, the development o f new in­
strumentalities and methods o f war, the deep ideological split 
between Catholics and Protestants, resulted in war being con­
ducted with the greatest cruelty. This is the period to which 
President Clark often referred when he spoke of the extreme 
savagery o f war in'the M iddle A ges,1111
Hugo Grotius, commonly known as the "father o f inter­
national law,” 117 shocked by the excesses o f the Thirty Years 
War, became convinced of the need for the development of 
laws of war. H e subsequently wrote his classic D e Jure Belli 
et Pacts and in its preface declared his motivation:
I saw prevailing throughout the Christian world a license 
in making war of which even barbarous nations would have 
been ashamed; recourse being had to arms for slight reason 
or no reasons; and when arms were once taken up, all 
reverence for divine and human law was thrown away, just 
as if men were thenceforth authorised to commit all crimes 
without restraint.118
From that time until 1914, the laws o f war occupied a promi­
nent place in the teaching and practice o f international law.
““Resolution of the Second Lateran Council, 'Canon X X IX  (mansi, 
socorum comiliorum nova et amplissima collectio, X X I , 1769, p. 5 3 3 ) , cited 
in A. N ussbaum , La tv of Nations, p. 310.
™See L aurent, Histoire du droit des gens, 1 0 (1 8 6 5 ). D u rin g  this same 
period, Islam ic D octrine and practice was far in advance of its C hristian 
counterpart. C aliph A bu  Bekr (d ied  634 A .D .) , fo r example, com m anded 
his soldiers to spare wom en, children, and old men, and to leave the palms, 
homes, and orchards unhurt, and to treat tSieir prisoners w ith  pity. T . A. 
Walker, History o f the Law, 1:75.
“ "Clark in Conference Report, 1946.
™His designation  as "fa th er o f in ternational law" is appropriate  insofar 
as it is derived from  the conceptualization o f international law  (law  between 
nation-states), bu t m any of his concepts o f w ar, peace and hum anitarianism  
were borrow ed from  the early Spanish jurisconsults (V itto ria , Suarez, e tc .) . 
E. Nys, Le droit de guerre et les precurseurs de- Grotius (1 8 8 2 ).
1I8H . G rotius, De jure Belli et Pads Libri Tres, Parolegoem ena, S. 28,
J. B. Scott ed., F. Kelsey, trans. (reprin t, 1964).
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President Clark considered this emphasis to be in large part re­
sponsible for some of the major advances o f civilization.110 
H e believed that one of these significant achievements was 
a sustained effort to maintain the "distinction between com­
batants and noncombatants. W ar was to be waged between 
armies and not between civilian peoples. Statesmen and na­
tions sought to relieve non-combatants from the woes, cruel­
ties, and horrors of war,” 120
President Clark was proud of the American role in the 
development and progress o f the laws o f war. Up to the time 
of the American Civil W ar, there had not been a modern 
written code regulating war between nation-states. In 1863 
Francis Lieber prepared the "Instructions for Government of 
Armies of the United States in the F ield ."iai These rules 
provided, inter alia\ that bombardment, without notice, of 
places where there were civilian peoples was forbidden; for 
the protection of museums, o f libraries, of scientific institu­
tions; that undefended towns were not to be bombarded and 
civilians were to be spared; that old men, women, children, 
and the wounded were to receive the maximum possible pro­
tection; that wanton violence, unauthorized destruction of 
property, robbery, pillage, rape, wounding or killing inhabi­
tants were prohibited under penalty o f death. These rules were 
adopted by several nations, as they modeled their “war codes" 
after Lieber’s. In addition, several international peace con­
ferences, notably the two H ague Conferences o f 1899 and 
1907, followed the Lieber example o f regulating war.
31°See C lark in  Conference Report, 1946, p . 84, w here h e  states: "Because 
of this condition G rotius w ro te  his w ork  De Jure Belli et Pads, w hich was 
the beginning  of fhe b ring ing  in to  w ar uf som ething o f hum anity, if  h u ­
m anity may be p roperly  spoken o f  in  connection w ith  w ar.” See aJso J. 
R euben Clark, Jr., "Som e Factors o f a N ow -P lanned  Post-W ar G overnm ental 
and Economic P a tte rn ,” an  address delivered at the thirty-eighth annual A m eri­
can Life Convention, 7 O ctober 1943, w here he  states: "From  the time of 
G rotius until W o rld  W a r I, m en had  consciously tried ever to lessen the ills 
o f war, and especially to relieve non-com batants— old men, wom en, and chil­
dren, th e  sick and the w ounded— from  the ravages of w ar. N ations had 
sought to find  ways to restrict as m uch as m ight be the theater o f  w ar, and 
to recognize and protect neutrals in th e ir norm al trade and travel. W ar was 
held  a curse w hose evils should  be kept, so fa r as m igh t be done, w ith in  the 
sm allest lim its and affecting  the fewest num bers. In  this g rea t m arch of h u ­
m anity fo r a h igher level of in ternational life  and relations am ong the peoples 
of the earth, this g rea t country o f ours took a ^eading and g lorious p a rt.”
1MClark in  Conference Report, 1946, p. 84.
1=1General Orders A ffecting  the Volunteer Force, A d ju tan t G eneral's Office, 
1863 (1 8 6 4 ), no. 100. P rin ted  in  G. G . W ilson , International Law, 9 th  ed. 
(N e w  Y ork, 1935), cited as "G enera! O rders 100" and Lieber's Code.
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President Clark in 1959.
Photograph by Courtesy of J. Reuben Clark, III.
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President Clark honored this effort to lessen the savagery 
o f war and believed it represented the essence o f Christi­
anity.122 H e was proud that “ in this'march of humanity for a 
higher level of international life and relations among the 
peoples o f the earth the United States took a leading and 
glorious part."123 H e was distressed, however, that in his time 
"the world had gone back a half a millenium in its conduct 
o f international relations in time of war, and that no nation 
has to bear a greater blame for this than our own.” 124 He 
believed that Grotius’ prefatory statement applied as forcefully 
today as when it was written. "In  W orld W ar One we began 
to sag back into barbarism,” 126 In "World W ar II,
. . .  all distinctions between combatants and non-combatants 
disappeared. This was inevitably so, if they used the type of 
weapons they employed. So we had many towns destroyed 
in England . . . .  There were many towns in Germany 
equally destroyed, including Berlin, and particularly Dresden 
and as to this last city, some of our people, Americans, are 
affirming that the bombardment of Dresden (where it 
is said we killed in two nights more than two hundred 
fifty thousand people, men, women and children, including 
wounded who had been collected there) was in violation of 
a tacit understanding that if Germany would leave Oxford 
and Cambridge alone, we would not touch Dresden, I do 
not know how true this report is, but we know the result.1110
President Clark called for the reimposition of law upon in­
ternational violence even during time of war.
Is it not time in the world for a curb to be placed upon 
the narrow, fiendish concepts of militarists, and their evil 
lusts and passions by which they are constantly driven to 
plan and carry out ever increasing woe, misery, destruction, 
and slaughter of the aged, the infirm, the sick, the 
crippled, of children, youth, and mothers, babes at their 
breasts? There are elements of good that must control the 
base in men, even in war. How long will their ears be 
deaf to the cries of the Christian conscience of the world, 
and to their own better instincts as men? How long will 
they challenge the eternal principle voiced by the Master 
two miJleniums ago: 'With what measure ye mete, it shall
'"S ee  no te  119-
’-’C lark, "Som e Factors." See also section on P roper Role of United 
States in  the W o rld  C om m unity in  this article.
1=1Ibid.
!IiC lark in Conference Report, 1946, p. 85.
'-“Ibid.
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be measured to you again?’ And again: 'Put up again thy 
sword into his place; for all they that take the sword shall 
perish with the sword.’127
Thus, President Clark deplored the concept o f "military 
necessity” 128 and total war. In the face o f the laws o f God 
and die dictates of humanity, "that man must refrain . . . 
from using weapons that viciously maim and torture their 
victims,” 120 militarists operated under the assumption that they 
must be prepared to do whatever is necessary to gain victory.1311 
"In fact,” he explained, "it is said that the employment of 
poison gas was suggested to President Roosevelt by his mili­
tary advisors, but he refused."131
To President Clark, the ultimate acceptance o f this philoso­
phy and accordingly the ultimate violation o f the laws o f war 
was the use o f the atom bomb.
We have been among the leaders in developing the great 
principles o f the laws o f war, that went to the humanizing 
of war, most o f which went into discard when we entered 
World War II. W e had developed since the time of 
Grotius, the doctrines that tended to control and limit the 
destruction of non-combatants, old men, women, children.
All of that went by the boards at Hiroshima,132
In addresses delivered at General Conference and in secular 
speeches he expressed his opposition to the use o f this weapon 
and his fear o f the future.
The next war is now planning under a system that will call 
for the use of weapons which will wipe out cities and, if 
necessary, nations. I have had it reported . . . that our 
military men are saying that if we had a forty-eight hour 
lead, the war would be over. How many of us brethren are 
really horrified by the thought of the indiscriminate, whole­
sale slaughter of men, women, and children— the old, the 
decrepit, the diseased; or are we sitting back and saying,
'Let’s get at it first.’ How far away is the spirit o f murder 
from the hearts of those who take no thought in it . . .  .
'^C lark , "W ith  W h a t M easure."
‘‘“This is the concept that is philosophically  in  opposition to the h u ­
manitarian concept o f the Jaws of w ar. I t  m aintains that any action is valid 
so long as it is required  by m ilita ry  necessity. V ictory m ust be sought a t any 
price. This concept develops in to  that o f to tal was.
“°CIark, "W ith  W h a t M easure." ■
" “See P resident C lark’s argum ents in opposition to this assum ption in 
the D isarm am ent section o f this article,
^ C la ik , "W ith  W h a t M easure.”
Clark, "O u r D w in d lin g  Sovereignty," p. 22.
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Today we sit quietly with our consciences scarcely stricken 
when we contemplate Nagasaki and Hiroshima where we 
introduced the use of the Atom bomb,™
And again:
The considerations which brought about the non-use of 
weapons such as dum-dum bullets [and] poison gas . . . 
are equally as potent against the use of the' atom bomb. 
There should be some things that humans would not do to 
their fellows.13'1
President Clark’s abhorrence o f indiscriminate slaughter of 
the innocent was not confined to the use o f non-conventional 
weapons like the atom bomb. As noted earlier, he expressed 
similar horror at the reports o f the slaughter o f the people 
of Dresden,
It was not only the particular type o£ instrumentality which 
was to be condemned, but also the attitude o f acceptance of 
wholesale murder of innocent people for the accomplishment 
o f so-called military or political ends. H e believed that not 
only the use but also the very development o f such methods 
should be proscribed.135
Thus we in America are now deliberately searching out 
and developing the most savage, murderous means o f ex­
terminating peoples that Satan can plant in our minds. W e 
do it not only shamelessly, but with a boast. God will not 
forgive us for this.
If we are to avoid extermination, if the world is not 
to be wiped out, we must find some way to curb the fiendish 
ingenuity of men who have apparently no fear of God, man, 
or the devil, and who are willing to plot and plan and 
invent instrumentalities that will wipe out all the flesh of 
the earth. And, as one American citizen of one hundred 
thirty millions, as one in one billion population of the 
world, I protest with all o f the energy I possess against 
this fiendish activity, and as an American citizen, I call 
upon our government and its agencies to see that these 
unholy experimentations are stopped, and that somehow we 
get into the minds of our war-minded general staff and 
its satellites, and into the general staffs of all the world, 
a proper respect for human life.”1'
” 3C lark in  Conference Report, 1948, p. 174. A ddress delivered a t General 
P riesthood M eeting, 5 A pril 1948. See Firm age, "T h e  T reaty  on the  N on­
Proliferation  o f N uclear W eapons," American Journal o f International Law 
63:711 (1 9 6 ? ) .
“ ‘Clark, "W ith  W h a t M easure."
,I!lb id .; C lark  in  Conference Report, 19^8.
!lIC!ark in  Conference Report, 1946.
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Closely related to President Clark’s concern for the laws 
of war was his interest in the development o f an international 
law of civil strife. Here again, his efforts went to the regu­
lation of such conflicts and the measures that could be taken 
to mitigate their horrors and destruction. The major part of 
his study on this topic was related to his appointment, in 
1912, as the American Representative to the Ninth Annual 
Conference o f the International Red Cross held in W ash­
ington, D. C. It was before this Conference that President 
Clark presented his influential memorandum, "Assistance 
of Red Cross Societies to Forces Engaged in Insurrection, 
Revolution or any type o f Civil Disturbance.’’ H is thesis in 
this memorandum was that the Red Cross Societies should 
be allowed to render aid and assistance to the ill and wounded 
of both sides in countries where civil war or insurrection 
existed. For a clear understanding o f the significance o f his 
proposition, a brief summary of the laws of war as they regard 
civil strife is in order.137
Francis Lieber incorporated into his code a distinction be­
tween "international wars” and "civil wars,” but the distinc­
tion between domestic and foreign wars had been present 
since antiquity.138 This is in keeping with traditional inter­
national .law which regarded civil strife as a domestic issue 
lying beyond the jurisdiction o f international norms.139 Not-
'" F o r  a m ore com plete analysis of the in ternational law  of civil strife  see 
k. iurmage, Sum m ary and C onclusion," in The International Lau> o f Civil 
War, Falk ed., 4 0 5 (1 9 7 1 ):  “ Classic in ternational law  has been only  m arginally 
concerned w ith the application o f international rules o f conduct to internal 
conthct. Such rules as exist are few , tentative, and to a considerable extent 
contradictory. N orm s governing in tervention  in civil wars generally  veer be­
tween two opposite approaches; one stresses the legitim acy of outside support 
tor the incum bent governm ent against e ither in ternal political rebellion or 
secession— an approach th a t has been described by one au thor as M ettem ich 
legitimacy. T h e  o ther stresses that in ternational law  developed a stronger em­
phasis upon anti-in tervention  doctrine than upon doctrine favoring  constitu­
tional legitimacy, T h e  fo rm er approach favors one-sided intervention, the latter 
neutrality. T h e  case studies, however, show  clearly that ne ither p rinc ip le  has 
been consistently observed and that the sam e outside pow er has applied one 
or the other, depending upon the circumstances and its political strategy C on­
tinental pow ers, in particu lar the U nited  States and the Soviet U nion ' have 
m the postw ar period tended to practice one-sided in tervention in  the 
exercise of a hegem onial in terest in  the political and social structure o f states 
considered to be w ith in  th e ir sphere of in fluence.”
i tIle ancient Israelites applied a d ifferen t Jaw to members
of the T w elve T ribes from  that w hich they app lied  to the G entiles. See Judges
’" I . H yde, International Law Chiefly as A pplied by. the United Stater, 
2nd ed. Sec, 73 (1 9 4 7 );  II  O ppenheim , International Law, Lauterpacht 
7th ed. (1 9 5 2 ) , p, 209- President C lark states: " In  the firs t place no ban
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withstanding this general rule, civil war may attain the status 
o f international war, both as regards the rights and duties of 
the contending parties and o f third states through recog­
nition of the insurgents as belligerents,140 At this point, 
traditionally, international laws o f w ar.apply to the conflict. 
Although the laws o f war are to apply once belligerency is 
recognized, the incumbent government is always loath to rec­
ognize such a status, as it considers such a recognition tanta­
mount to an acceptance o f the insurgents’ legal standing. The 
incumbent considers itself to be the sole sovereign power on 
the territory and pretends to exercise a monopoly o f uncon­
ditional constraint. Thus, although civil war is not considered 
illegal from the international point o f view,141 it is the ulti­
mate o f illegality from an internal perspective. When civil 
strife occurs, therefore, the incumbent government resents any 
aid or assistance that might' be tendered the insurgents. This 
necessarily includes "non-political” humanitarian aid, as the 
very existence o f the rebel force constitutes a political and 
perhaps a physical threat to the continuance o f the incumbent 
government. To the incumbent any aid rendered, no matter 
how neutral or humanitarian its tender may be, represents 
a tacit recognition of the international status o f the conflict 
and at the same time may constitute a provisional recogni­
tion o f the insurgent forces.
can be placed on civil w ar, fo r i t  is in the indiv idual nations that ambition 
fo r place and  pow er has freest rein  and  largest opportunity  fo r the oppression 
of the peoples o f the earth , and history shows that no t infrequently  armed 
resistance is the only effective weapon against tyranny." "P relim inary  Memo­
randum  N o . 3," p. 4.
1'l0Lauterpacht, Recognition and International Law  (1 9 4 7 ) . F or a valid 
sta te o f belligerence to exist, the fo llow ing  elem ents m ust be p resent: (1) 
a state o f general hostilities; ( 2 )  occupation and a m easure o f orderly ad' 
m inistration of a substantial pa rt of the national territory  by the insurgents; 
( 3 )  the insurgent forces must act under responsible authority  and m ust observe 
the rules of w arfare; and (4 )  there m ust be a practical necessity fo r 3rd stales 
to define the ir a ttitude  tow ards the civil w ar. II  O ppenheim , International 
Law, Sections 59 and 76, pp. 209, 249. U .S. D epartm ent of Arm y, The Law 
of Lund Warfare Field Manual, 27-10, paragraph  1 1 (a )  (1 9 5 6 ) . See also, 
Firm age, "In terna tiona! l a w  and th e  Response of the U nited  States to 'Internal 
W ar.' ” The Vietnam W ar and International Law, Falk ed. 2.89 (1 9 6 9 ).
14IT h is is because if it w ere deem ed illegal, it w ou ld  be tan tam ount to 
a den ial of the  existence of any righ t of self-determ ination. See also, H.
Lauterpacht, Recognition and International Lau>; G . Scelle, Revue General de 
Droit Internationale Public (1 9 3 8 ) , p. 266; J. W eber, Problems de Droit In­
ternational Posee par les Guerres Civiles (1 9 4 0 ); H . W ehberg , "Guerre 
Civiles e t le D ro it In ternationale ," La Crise Mondiale (1 9 3 8 ) , p. ISO. Debates 
of the Com m ission of In ternational Law of the U nited  N ations on Crimes 
A gainst H um an E igh ts (1 9 5 0 ) ;  E. Castren, Civil W ar  (1 9 6 6 ).
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This is the problem that President Clark confronted directly 
in his memorandum to the International Conference o f the 
Red Cross. General Y erm aloff o f  Russia voiced the tradi­
tional objection to any tender o f aid to a rebel force: "Under 
the laws o f this country, insurgents or revolutionaries are 
criminals and the Red Cross frankly has no business consid­
ering the question of extending aid to outcasts.” 142 President 
Clark answered this traditional position:
First, it must be clearly kept in mind that the Red Cross is 
an organization which has and can have obviously no inter­
national political status; that its sole reason for existence is 
the dispensing of aid, relief, and succor to suffering hu­
manity wherever such exists and irrespective of race, creed, 
or conditions; that its activities wherever engaged are as a 
consequence, wholly devoid of international political sig­
nificance or effect; and finally that, therefore, a tender of 
service by it is not and cannot be construed as an act having 
any, even the slightest political color or meaning,
I observe that my esteemed colleague, General Yermaloff, 
states that insurgents and revolutionists can be considered 
under the laws of his country only as criminals. I presume 
that the words 'traitor' and 'treason' are known in all 
languages and to all peoples, but I beg to suggest to his 
attention the fact that the opinion of the world upon matters 
of this kind in recent past has made much advance. In early 
times this position was not wanting to consider that every 
soldier before capture and1 after capture, whether well or 
wounded, might be treated as an enemy and put to death, 
but we have outgrown that conception. W e now, in times 
of international conflict, vie with one another extending 
assistance to those of the enemy who may happen to fall 
into our hands. N ow  the prisoners of war are treated as our 
own soldiers, they are nursed back to health and strength 
with identical care and attention given our o w n ,, and are 
returned under appropriate conditions to forces or countries 
from which they came. In this connection, I need no more 
than to refer to the reciprocal treatment of Spain and the 
United States in 1898, and o f Russia and Japan in 1904,
Shall we say that those who oppose us in civil conflicts, 
those who are kindred to us, our fathers, our sons, and
Reuben C lark, J r ., "A ssistance o f Red Cross Societies to Forces En­
gaged in  Insurrection, R evolution, o r  Any Type o f « iv i i  D istu rbance." Speech 
delivered to the N in th  C onference o f the In ternational Red Cross, 17 May 
1912, and reprin ted  irt the Salt Lake Herald Republican, 18 M ay 1912; J  
Reuben Clark, J r., ' ’Assistance o f  Red 'Cross Societies to Forces E ngaged in 
Insurrection, Revolution, o r Any T ype of C ivil D isturbance.” M em orandum  to 
Ninth Conference o f the  In ternational Red Cross, M ay 1912
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our brothers, are to receive less consideration, less kindness 
and less love than our alien enemies?143
President Clark believed that the humanitarian laws of 
war should apply to civil strife just as they apply to inter­
national strife. Respect for human life was the important 
issue. T o  foresake that because of diplomatic or political 
considerations was to reject all the humanitarian advances 
made by civilization and to act contrary to the laws o f God. 
His position has not been accepted by state practice, but is 
still expounded by the proponents o f the International Red 
Cross and by virtually all the commentators writing on the 
subject.144
P E A C E F U L  S E T T L E M E N T  O F  D ISPU TES
Central to President Clark’s philosophy of international 
law was his great faith in techniques o f peaceful resolution 
of disputes. He believed that lasting solutions to international 
disputes were far more likely to be accomplished by peace­
ful means than by war. Time and again he voiced support 
for the accomplishments o f the H ague Conventions o f 1899 
and 1907, the Bryan Treaties, and other international agree­
ments on the creation and use o f institutions o f peaceful reso­
lution o f disputes. He supported the political and diplomatic 
techniques o f negotiation, good offices, mediation, concili­
ation, and commissions of inquiry or fact-finding.
'"P re s id e n t C lark  sets up, as a p ro to type  of the treatm ent of enemies 
which w ill insure  peace, th a t treatm ent afforded Lee and the Confederates 
by G eneral G rant. G ran t desired to cause as little  hum iliation  as possible for 
Lee, and to elim inate rancor. H e  granted  25,000 rations; h e  allow ed the 
C onfederates to keep th e ir  horses. Because o f this " th ere  was. n o  bitter­
ness, no hatred ." C lark declares: "A ppom attox  show ed the tem per of this 
people of ours, no t in  the course o f a long period o f grow th, advancem ent and 
peace, bu t at the close of a bloody, fratricidal war, w here litera lly  father 
fought son, and son father, and b ro ther fought bro ther— a k ind  of w ar that 
makes m ore and deeper w ounds than  any o ther kind of conflict. Y et this 
tem per and concept, this h igh  idealism  and lofty purpose  of G ran t and 
L incoln, seem ingly fostered by the tragedies of w ar, fo llow ed us fo r  half a 
century thereafter . . .
"Y ou  w ill recall that at A ppom attox, dealing  w ith  a foe he could easily 
and quickly have crushed to the po in t of exterm ination. G ran t was most 
careful and solicitous. H e  le t the Confederate officers and soldiers retain 
their private property; he  im m ediately p rovided Lee's army w ith  food; the 
m en im m ediately fra te rn t2ed together, often  eating  at th e  sam e messes; he 
paroled all officers and m en." "L et Us H ave Peace," pp. 31-32, 37.
1<4See J. Bond, "In te rn a l C onflict and A rticle T hree  of the G eneva Con­
vention," Denver Law Review  15:84 (1 9 7 1 ) ;  G . I. A. D . D raper, "The 
Geneva C onventions of 1949.” 114 H ague A cadem ic de D ro it International, 
Recueil des Cours 6 3 (1 9 6 5 ) ;  J . P ictet, Commentary on the Geneva Conventions 
of August 12, 1949, 4 (1 9 5 8 ) .
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In his own plan,115 offered as a substitute for the League of 
Nations, and combining certain proposals o f Senator Borah 
(which would outlaw international aggressive war and codify 
international law ) and President H arding (who favored our 
participation in the Permanent Court o f International Justice), 
President Clark first called for the continued development 
and use o f the institutions o f peaceful resolution created by 
the Hague Convention for the Pacific Settlement o f Inter­
national Disputes. Later he was to propose some changes 
designed to strengthen these techniques.
The First Hague Conference (1899) (to which dele­
gates were sent by President McKinley) framed, and The 
Second Hague Conference (1907) (to which delegates 
were sent by President Roosevelt) amplified and amended 
The Convention for the Pacific Settlement of International 
Disputes. This Convention provided for three methods of 
peacefully settling international disputes, as follows:
1. Good Offices and Mediation on the part of disin­
terested nations.
The United States was the first to invoke this method 
of peaceful adjustment when it mediated between Ecuador 
and Peru while Mr. Knox was Secretary of State, and by 
so doing prevented those countries from going to war.
2. Commisions of Inquiry.
This machinery was used for investigating the Dogger 
Bank incident between Russia and Great Britain, during 
the Russo-Japanese war, and so averted what seemed to be 
an imminent possible war between Russia and Great Britain.
3. Arbitration.
The United States and Mexico were the first to use this 
method of adjustment under the Hague Convention, while 
Mr. Hay was Secretary of State, when the two nations took 
the Pius Fund Case to The Hague.
The United States as well as other powers, have since 
that time used The Hague Tribunal to secure the adjust­
ment of a number of matters of the highest international 
importance and danger.140
In his work preparatory to the abortive Third H ague Con­
ference, President Clark considered those parts o f President 
Wilson’s peace proposal dealing with inquiry or fact-finding 
techniques to represent an advance over the more informal
' “ Clark, “ T he Pacific Settlem ent o f In ternational D ispu tes." See also 
Laws of W a r  section of this article,
1,elbid.
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techniques o f the two preceding Hague Conferences.1'17 He 
preferred a permanently organized standing commission over 
the ad hoc commissions o f the H ague Conferences; he sug­
gested a commission possessing compulsory jurisdiction rather 
than the voluntary jurisdiction possessed- by the Commissions 
o f Inquiry o f the Hague Conferences; and he favored universal 
jurisdiction over the subject matter o f the dispute as stipu­
lated in W ilson’s proposal rather than the Hague Convention 
system which excluded disputes involving "honor or vital in­
terests” o f the parties.148 M ost o f these proposals were adopted 
in the Bryan Treaties, a series of bilateral agreements between 
the United States and over thirty other states, providing for 
standing commissions o f inquiry, and possessing the sweeping 
jurisdictional power favored by President Clark. These treaties, 
sponsored by Secretary o f State W illiam  Jennings Bryan and 
the W ilson administration, were failures:
Whether due to the rigidities present in the Bryan 
treaties—the permanent commissions, their compulsory use, 
the power of the commissions to initiate action—cr, what 
is more likely, to the onset of W orld W ar I and the conse­
quent breakdown of most pacific systems of dispute resolu­
tion, the Bryan treaties were a failure. Of the 30-odd Bryan 
treaties concluded, 28 entered into effect. Only 10 perma­
nent commissions were ever established and none was ever 
called upon to conduct an investigation in a dispute. The 
treaties are important solely because of their influence upon 
the Covenant of the League of Nations and upon treaties 
of inquiry and conciliation entered into during the League 
period.149
In retrospect, it would seem that the more informal diplo­
matic and political techniques of the H ague Conferences were 
used because o f their flexibility. The theoretically more power­
ful quasi-juridical techniques favored by President CLark were 
not used by the nations o f the world because they feared their 
binding, compulsory nature.
President Clark reserved his highest hopes, however, for 
judicial techniques o f dispute resolution, particularly that of 
arbitration.
HTClark, "M em orandum  on  the F our P ow er T reaty ." F o r a contrary view, 
see E. F irm age, "F art F ind ing  in the Resolution of In ternational D ispu tes— 
From  the H ague Peace Conference to the U nited  N ations," 1971 Utah Lam 
Review  (1 9 7 2 ) , pp . 425-426, 473.
148J . Reuben 'Clark, J r., "M em orandum  fo r the A m erican P reparatory  Com ­
m ittee fo r the T h ird  H ague Conference," (1 9 1 2 ), pp. 50-51.
“ ‘Firm age, "Fact F ind ing ," p. 926,
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One of the proudest achievements of our whole history, 
is our early espousal of and our subsequent fidelity to this 
principle of the peaceful adjustment of international disputes 
. . . .  These adjudications cover almost an infinitude of cir­
cumstances. We have submitted to arbitration the far 
reaching, sovereignty-touching question as to whether or not 
w e hive conducted our belligerent operations in accordance 
with the laws of war. W e have invoked the judgment of 
international tribunals as to whether we have fulfilled our 
obligations under treaties, and have done this even where 
it involved the question of our rights on the High Seas, We 
have entrusted to such tribunals the question on the neutral 
or un-neutra! conduct of a neutral towards ourselves as a 
belligerent in respect of matters involving the honor of both 
ourselves and the other country, and have done this when 
the tempers of both peoples were so aroused as to threaten 
to engulf our two mighty nations in a fratricidal war. We 
have called for the opinion of an unbiased international tri­
bunal.lsu
International arbitration is a judicial process for settling 
international disputes based on the consent o f the parties in 
conflict. Such arbitration contemplates a final settlement o f a 
dispute between parties having "legal personality” under in­
ternational law,151 who agree to submit the controversy to a 
neutral party for a final decision or award. Arbitration is to 
be distinguished from conciliation or mediation, in which the 
role of the neutral party is to persuade the states in dispute 
to accept a settlement, rather than to impose upon them a 
binding decision as in arbitration. Article X V  of the Hague 
Convention o f 1899, in establishing the Permanent Court of 
Arbitration, declares the object o f international arbitration 
to be: "The settlement o f differences between States by 
judges o f their own choice, and on the basis o f respect for 
law.>152 President Clark breaks international arbitration down 
into two parts:
A nation may arbitrate questions of policy . . .  as to which 
it may become involved in matters of difference with 
other nations . . . .
. . . The other kind of arbitration is an arbitration of legal 
'“ Clark, "M em orandum  on the Four P ow er T reaty."
'“’For our purposes, to have "legal personality” is to have th e  characteristics 
of a state: (a )  A  perm anent popu lation  (b )  A  defined territo ry  (c )  G overn­
ment ( d )  Capacity to enter into relations w ith o ther states.
,s:32 Stat. 1799, 2 M alloy 2016.
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differences; that is, differences which arise between, two
governments on questions and matters of law.153
History shows international arbitration was occasionally 
practiced between the various city-states o f ancient Greece,104 
During the M iddle Ages, it was frequently used as a means 
o f peaceful settlement o f disputes.155 Arbitration then fell into 
disuse until it was revived in the nineteenth century by a 
series o f arbitrations between the United States and the United 
Kingdom arising out o f the Jay Treaty (1794) and the Treaty 
of Ghent (1 8 1 4 ).16C After its revival, arbitration played an 
important role in nineteenth-century international law. The 
clearest modern manifestation of effective arbitration was 
probably the "A labam a Claims,” which concerned the claims 
o£ the United States against die United Kingdom for damages 
arising out o f the activities o f the Confederate warship, 
"A labam a.” 157 Out o f the nineteenth-century arbitrations a sys­
tem o f rules and procedures for arbitration was developed 
that became generally accepted. In 1875 the Institute o f In­
ternational Law (a  private organization) completed an influ­
ential draft code o f these arbitral rules and procedures.158
The principle and procedure of arbitration was further 
developed at the H ague Peace Conference o f 1899- One of its 
major accomplishments was the creation of machinery to 
peacefully settle international disputes. The Conference pro­
duced the Convention fo r  the Pacific Settlem ent o f Interna­
tional D isputes159 which contained, in addition to provisions 
on good offices, mediation, and inquiry,100 a number o f articles 
on international arbitration. This Convention did not impose 
any specific obligation to arbitrate; it merely attempted to es­
tablish the procedure and institutions to be utilized when two
' “ J, R euben Clark, Jr., "Ju risd ic tion  of the A m erican-B ritish Claims 
Com m ission," American journal of International Laic• 7 :687 (1 9 1 3 ).
‘"‘Ralston, International Arbitration from Athens to Locarno (1 9 2 9 ) , pp. 
153-189. N ote, how ever, that this w asn 't theoretically p u re  in ternational ar­
b itration because i t  was betw een city-states w ho considered them selves part 
of an  ''in n e r circle" o f related  "H ellen ic"  states. Thucydides, <1.97; H erodotus 
7.13; Polybius 2.58 and 4.6.
1!SIbid. . . .
“ “Sim pson and Fox, International Arbitration 1 -4 (1 9 5 9 ) , cited in Friedman, 
International Law: Cases and Materials (1 9 6 9 ) , p. 259.
“ 'Ib id ., pp. 8-9; H yde, International Law, 2nd ed., (1 9 4 5 ) pp. 1592­
1593. _ _
“ “P ro je t de reglem ent p our la . p rocedure arbitral in te rn a tio n a l ,” 1877 
Annuaire de VInstitute de Droit Internationale (1 8 7 7 ) , p. 126.
,M32 Stat, 1799, 2 M alloy 2017.
’“ Firm age, "Fact F ind ing ."
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or more states agreed to submit a dispute to arbitration. The 
Convention contained detailed rules and established the so- 
called "Permanent Court o f A rbitration/’ which was really 
no more than a permanent panel o f arbitrators, known as 
"members o f the court,” from which an ad hoc court could 
be convened.1"
The Second H ague Conference (1907) continued the de­
velopment o f this "Permanent Court,” as it established the 
method of selection;102 it required each party to the Conven­
tion to nominate a maximum of four persons to the panel. 
When two states decide to submit a dispute to the Court, 
they select two arbitrators from the panel316:i who then choose 
an umpire.10'4 In practice, a special treaty ( com prom is) is 
usually framed for creating a court for any particular case. 
The Second H ague Conference also pronounced a voeu (reso­
lution) that there be an assembly of a third peace conference 
within another period corresponding to that between the first 
and second Conferences. The third conference, planned for
1915, failed to meet because o f the outbreak of war in 1914,
““T h e  Perm anent C ourt of A rbitration , established by the H ague Confer­
ence of 1899, is com m only know n as the "H ague C ourt." T he perm anent 
panel has its seat in  the Peace Palace at the Hague.
T he procedure of arb itration  utilized by the H ague C ourt differs from  
that o f Judicial settlem ent by the Perm anent Court of In ternational Justice in  
that the personnel of the tribuna l are chosen by th e  parties to deal w ith  a 
particular d ispu te and the  tribunal is not strictly bound to apply in ternational 
law, w hile the personnel of the W o rld  C ourt are chosen to serve fo r a term 
of years by a procedure that has no reference to the particular d ispu te  and 
the court is obliged to apply international law.
T h e  w ork of the H ague C ourt has greatly  dim inished since establish­
ment of the In ternational C ourt of Justice, bu t it continues to function  in 
occasional controversies, and the personnel of its panel o f arb itrators nom inate 
candidates fo r judges of the Perm anent C ourt of In ternational Justice.
_ T h e  d im inishing  use of the H ag u e  C ourt is indicated by the fact that 
while fourteen cases w ere subm itted  to it  before W o rld  W a r I, only four 
were subm itted  in the in ter-w ar period, and none since 1936.
Some of the m ore im portan t cases subm itted to the H ague C ourt w ere T h e  
North A tlantic Fisheries (G rea t B ritain  v. U nited  States, 1 9 1 0 ); T h e  O rinoco 
Steamship Com pany (U n ited  States v. Venezuela, 1 9 1 0 ); Island of Palm as case 
(N etherlands v, U nited  States, 1 9 2 8 ). T he Perm anent C ourt o f A rb itra tion  is 
an institu tion  of long history  and  great prestige, and  proposals have been 
made that its procedures be re-exam ined with a view to strengthening and 
revitalizing it. F o r a  fu ll list o f  the cases, see J .  H . Choate, The Tw o Hague 
Conferences (1 9 6 9 ) , p. 49.
“ A rticle  X L IV  of the Second H ague Convention (1 9 0 7 ) , 36 Stat 2199
2 Malloy 2220. ' ’
10,O nly one o f these could be a national or nom inee o f the selecting state.
’"F o r the history, developm ent, and status o f the Perm anent C ourt of 
A rbitration, see Francois, "L a cour Perm anente d ’A rbitrage, son O rig in e  sa 
Jurisprudence, son  A venir," H aque A cadem ic de D ro it In ternationale  R e c ’ des 
Cours 87 :460 (1 9 5 5 ).
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The American Preparatory Committee for the Third Hague 
Conference, nevertheless, developed elaborate plans for its 
role in the ill-fated Conference. In a 140-page memoran­
dum,105 President Clark, who chaired the American Preparatory 
Committee, developed the issues that he proposed be dis­
cussed at the Conference and the stipulations he deemed it 
imperative for the American Delegation to secure. One of the 
most important concerned arbitration. The first two Hague 
Conferences had attempted, but failed, to pass a declaration 
for ' compulsory arbitration, President Clark believed, be­
cause the "continental parliamentary methods" utilized by 
the Conference had allowed the Russian president o f the Con­
ference to wield his plenary procedural control to require unan­
imity to pass any declaration. Thus, compulsory arbitration 
failed to be adopted, although a two-thirds majority favored 
it. President Clark, therefore, recommended to the Preparatory 
Committee that every effort be made by the American Dele­
gation to secure a stipulation providing for compulsory arbi­
tration,16® The adoption of compulsory arbitration was impera­
tive to President Clark, as he believed that peaceful settle­
ment o f international disputes through arbitration was neces­
sary to establish world peace.107 The diplomatic history of 
the United States, he believed, had proven this proposi- 
tion.ias .
' “ C lark, "M em orandum  fo r A m erican P reparatory Com m ittee.”
’“ Ib id ., p . 76.
16JJ . R euben Clark, J r ., "T h e  N e x t A dvance in  the Jud ic ia l Settlem ent of 
In ternational D isp u te s.” M em orandum , 3 M ay 1915. T h is was. actually an 
article p repared  fo r the  A m erican Society for the Judicial Settlem ent of in ­
ternational D isputes. T h e  Society declined to publish  it in the form  sub­
m itted, and C lark refused to a lter it; consequently, it was never published.
wsC lark  m anifests this p ride in his "M em orandum  on the F o u r Power 
T reaty,”  p. 4:
W e  have called fo r the  opinion of an unbiased in ternational tribuna l upon 
the question  as to w hether the  judgm ents o f our ow n Suprem e C ourt— the most 
p ow erfu l court in  C hristendom — w ere in  accord w ith  the applicable and control­
ling  ru les and  princip les of in ternationa l law . W e  have appealed to such a tri­
bunal fo r determ ination  as to  w hether o r  n o t certain  m ilita ry  operations w e had 
conducted w ere w arran ted  o r unw arranted  u nder all the a ttend ing  circumstances, 
a  question  involving th e  propriety  of o u r exercise of the m ost fundam ental 
a ttribu te  o f o u r sovereignty. W e  have adjusted in  large p a r t  o u r northern 
and considerable p a rt o f o u r southern boundaries, land and w ater, by the 
same m ethod, and have thereby lost the sam e claim ed territory of our hom e­
land. F inally w e have sought and obeyed the decision of in ternational tri­
bunals as to o u r ow nership  of territory  fo rm ing  by prox im ity  and asserted 
claim  an in tegral po rtion  o f o u r hom eland, even w here  that decision required 
us to re linquish  title  to w hat w e had honestly  believed to belong  to us." See 
also text o f note 150.
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During the period o f time President Clark was preparing 
this memorandum for the Preparatory Committee o f the Third 
Hague Conference, the American Peace Society, the American 
Society for the Peaceful Settlement o f International Disputes, 
and other interested groups were agitating for the establish­
ment o f a truly permanent court to replace the Hague 
Permanent Court o f Arbitration. President Clark observed, 
however, that the real difficulty in the peaceful settlement 
of international disputes was not in forming a “permanent” 
court as opposed to a permanent panel from which an ad hoc 
court was selected; nor was it in enforcement o f the judgment; 
rather, the vital point was in securing a binding agreement 
to arbitrate.103 'He concluded that the most feasible approach to 
this would be to follow the lines suggested, but which failed, 
in the Second H ague Conference; that is, to frame a list of 
subjects, and provide that all disputes arising therefrom be 
submitted to arbitration. Although he admitted that such a 
plan had faults, he claimed that however small and limited 
such a list might be, it would still "constitute a real gain in 
the progress o f the cause o f arbitration.” 1™ Put in slightly 
different terms, President Clark’s plan would have established 
a principle and procedure which would enable an injured gov­
ernment, party to the agreement, in certain specified matters, 
to hail into court the defendant government, also party to the 
agreement, whether that government was willing or not, and 
to secure a judgment by default if the defendant nation proved 
indifferent or obdurate.171 The key to the success o f this 
proposal, President Clark felt, was that states would agree to 
the jurisdiction of the arbitral body in advance o f the occasion 
of any particular dispute. After such agreement, jurisdiction 
of the tribunal would be mandatory. This would have re­
quired an amendment to the Convention on the Pacific Set­
tlement o f International Disputes. This Convention’s plan of 
"limited obligatory arbitration" was faulty in that it required 
the disputing state to make a special agreement before each 
case could be arbitrated and after the occurrence of the dis­
pute in question; it also failed to provide that if  one o f the 
parties refused to arbitrate the other party could proceed to
“ “Clark, "M em orandum  fo r the A m erican P reparatory Com m ittee," pp, 
<52 and 76,
’’I b id . ,  p. 77.
’’’C lark, "M em orandum  fo r the A m erican P reparatory Com m ittee," p . 16.
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the arbitration' alone, Clark believed that his plan for com­
pulsory arbitration was the "m ost promising,” the "most 
important/’ and the "m ost effective” in promoting the judicial 
settlement o f international disputes. "It  is,” he explained, 
"certainly far and away more important than movements 
looking to the establishment either o f an international con­
stabulary or of a truly permanent world court.” 172
DISARMAMENT
President Clark believed that selective and wise disarma­
ment agreements would strengthen any prohibition against ag­
gressive war and at the same time mitigate the horrors o f war 
if  such prohibition failed. The latter basis for support of dis­
armament agreements merged with his belief in the efficacy 
of the laws o f war;173 for parts o f the corpus o f the laws of 
war included prohibitions against the possession or the use of 
certain types o f weapons. H e did not accept the thesis that an 
increase in weaponry automatically resulted in an increase in 
national security.
"W e are being generously dosed with that sovereign 
narcotic . . . that to ensure peace we must maintain a great 
army and gigantic armaments! But this ignores, indeed con­
ceals, the unvarying historical fact that big armies have 
always brought, not peace, but war . . . ,”17i .
President Clark, as noted before, did not believe that eith­
er laws proscribing aggressive war or disarmament agreements 
reached the basic causes o f war. Such root causes, he believed, 
were in large part beyond the power o f government to affect. 
Such basic changes in the nature o f man would have to come 
by the civilizing process o f centuries.
If the thirst for wealth, the greed for territory, the ambition 
for power and dominion could be removed from men, there 
would be no more war. But these are some of the basic im­
mutable human passions to be softened at least, possibly 
eliminated, only by civilizing centuries.175
H e did not conclude from this, however, that attempts to
11!Ibid., p. 20 .
’"See Laws of W a r  section of th is article.
174Clark, "L et Us H ave Peace” ; “ W e  never w ill have perpetual peace
betw een tw o countries th a t are fu lly  arm ed. A rm am ent does no t spell peace."
Clark as quo ted  in  Deseret News, 30 A ugust 1945.
I15C!ark, "P relim inary  M em orandum  N o. 3," p. 2.
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outlaw war, or to delimit certain weapons systems, were fruit­
less, Rather, he felt that government should act in such 
areas, even though such actions accomplished less than would 
be desired, simply because those were the ’ 'levers” susceptible 
to governmental actions.176 -
President Clark favored the limitation of military budgets 
as one feasible technique of arms control. H e proposed that 
such a provision be sponsored by the United States at the 
Third Hague Conference. Each party state would obligate 
itself to maintain its existing budget, without increase, unless 
six months notice of increase were given, along with a justifi­
cation for the action. He also supported treaty provisions pro­
hibiting the use o f certain instrumentalities o f war. H e ex­
pressed support for existing limitations on the use of poison 
gases and dum-dum bullets and hoped for further advance­
ment in restricting the use o f these and other instrumentalities.
The promiscuous use of submarines, aircraft, and poisonous 
gases against non-combatants during the last war, and the 
purpose—as it is popularly understood—of anny and navy 
men the world over to develop and perfect these instru­
mentalities with the intention of using them in the next great 
war in an effort to exterminate peoples, renders it indis­
pensable that this country should take the high ground that 
the armies and navies of the world shall not be permitted 
to plan and prepare beforehand for the working out of any 
fiendish holocaust to mankind. Because it is an unthinkable 
thing that we shall permit lodgment in the minds of the 
peoples of the world the thought that the next war is not 
to be planned and prepared for as a war of actual extermi­
nation, a conception which even the dark ages did not ven­
ture to, for at worst they then left the conquered their 
lives. The future war must be fought by .army against 
army, not army against people.
It may well be that no matter if the Conference reaches 
restrictive agreements covering such matters, that still the 
armies and navies of the world will plan secretly for the 
indiscriminate use of such things against non-combatants 
in the next war and it may even be that they will measurably 
prepare for such use. But any such planning and preparation 
will be carried out under a sense of the reproof of mankind 
against such a course, and will be infinitely less harmful to 
the peoples of the world than unrestricted legalized activities 
of the same sort.177
1T°See note 103 and accom panying text. 
’"Ib id ., pp. 20-21.
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President Clark expressed particular support for arms limi­
tation agreements to protect civilian populations. H e proposed
a. revision in the laws o f war to accomplish this:
Each of the parties hereto does hereby agree that in all 
belligerent operations of whatever character in which they 
may hereafter find themselves engaged, it will not, except as 
a matter of indispensable reprisal, use submarines or other 
submersibles for hostile destructive purposes against enemy 
vessels or works other than vessels or works of war, or use 
aircraft against other than armed forces or armed craft or 
■ actual fortified places or actual bases of operations or sup­
plies or places of manufacture of munitions of war, or use 
poisonous gases or other chemicals injurious to human life 
except only that the same produce instant death and except 
only against the armed forces of the opposing belligerent, 
and that it will scrupulously observe and protect the persons, 
property, and liberties of all non-combatants outside the 
actual zone of field operations, and so far as the conduct of 
such operations will permit, within the zone of field oper­
ations also.173
President Clark opposed any system o f sanctions which 
required alliance systems and the use of force as a means of en­
forcement.170
President Clark’s philosophy and proposals on disarma­
ment are exemplified most succinctly by bis suggestions to 
the American Delegation to the W ashington Conference of 
1921. There follows a summary of the historical context in 
which his ideas developed and from which the Washington 
Conference emerged.
By the end o f W orld W ar I, Japan, Great Britain, and the 
United States were caught up in an accelerating naval arms 
race. Each feared the effects o f stopping its ambitious pro­
grams while the others continued to build. The problem went 
beyond the momentum of arms manufacture, however, as 
each of these countries had possessions and ambitions in the 
Pacific Far East. Tension grew between the United States and 
Japan, as Japanese student mass meetings commonly argued 
methods o f fighting the United States, and in America, several 
alarmist books180 forecast the "inevitable war with Japan."
" ‘Ibid., p p . 18- 19.
'" Ib id ., p. 27.
“ E.g. F. M cCorm ick, The Menace of Japan (1 9 2 0 ); W . P itkin, Must 
W e Fight Japan (1 9 2 1 ), cited in T. Bailey, Diplomatic History of the Ameri­
can People (1 9 6 4 ).
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When the Anglo'Japanese Alliance continued, after its objects 
—Germany and Russia— had been prostrated, American 
Anglophobes and the H earst Press became convinced that it 
was now aimed at the United States.18 L Although Great Britain 
announced that it would not consider the Alliance binding in 
a war between the United States and Japan, pressure continued 
for its termination. The W ashington Conference became a 
tactful method for terminating the Alliance and further allevi­
ating tension in the Pacific Far East by a disarmament agree­
ment.182 '
Limitation of armament by mutual agreement was a con­
cept by no means novel to the Washington Conference of 
1921.133 Abbe St. Pierre, Immanuel-Kant, Jeremy Bentham and 
many other publicists, statesmen, and philosophers had con­
sidered disarmament at length. Czar Nicholas II o f Russia 
had attempted to promote a disarmament plan in the First 
Hague Conference in 1899, and President W ilson’s concept of 
disarmament was incorporated into the Covenant of the 
League of Nations.184
In President W ilson’s view and reflected in the League 
Covenant, disarmament was inextricably connected with a 
mutual security system to provide for the nation’s protection. 
President W ilson believed the only alternative to such a 
mutual security system was a powerful naval and military es­
tablishment, adequate reserves o f military equipment, uni­
versal military training, a world-wide system of espionage, 
and authority in the executive branch o f government to use 
the nation’s armed forces for protection of the nation’s se­
curity,ias Membership in the proposed mutual security system
lslRuhI B artlett, Policy and Power, (1 9 6 4 ) , p. 166-
1KT. Bailey, Diplomatic History of the American People (1 9 6 4 ), p. 638; 
C, N. Spinks, "T h e  T erm ination  of the A nglo-Japanese A lliance," Pacific 
Historical Review  6 :321-340 (1 9 3 7 ).
™In fact, p roh ib ition  on types of w eapons had existed from  antiquity, 
but this was neither disarm am ent per se, n o r agreem ent between nations. See 
Laws of W a r  section of this article; see also J. Reuben Clark, J r., "L im itation  
of Arms Conferences,” speech delivered in  1924. (A vailable  in the Brigham  
Young U niversity L ibrary.)
1slT h e  League Covenant, how ever, laid dow n no ra le  of lim ita tion  to be 
applied to all governm ents; it ne ither provided nor suggested a p lan  of lim i­
tation; it d id  no t prescribe any governing o r  contro lling  principles fo r  the  cur­
tailment of the arm ies and navies of the pow ers. I t was no m ore than an 
expression of hope.
ISSB artlett, Policy and Power, p. 166-167; T. A. Bailey, W oodrow W ilson 
and the Great Betrayal (1 9 4 5 ) ;  D . F. Flem ing, The U. S. and the League of 
Nations, 1918-1920 (1 9 3 2 ) ..
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was not approved by the American people, as reflected in the 
election of Warren Harding in 1920.
The Republican Party, having successfully blocked United 
States participation in the League of Nations, was now faced 
with the stern logic o f the W ilson alternative. But the naval 
arms race was opposed by pacifists, by businessmen who dis­
liked the cost, and by those who felt that to continue would 
push Great Britain and Japan together in antagonism against 
the United States. In December o f 1920, Senator Borah of 
Idaho introduced a resolution in die Senate designed to bring 
about a tri-power disarmament conference. By mid-1921, the 
proposal was unanimously approved in the Senate and passed 
the House with only four dissenting votes. Plans for such a 
conference were soon developed, in spite o f President Hard­
ing’s secret opposition.181'
When domestic preparations were complete, Secretary of 
State Hughes sent informal inquiries to London, Paris, Rome, 
and Tokyo.ltST Belgium, China, the Netherlands, and Portugal 
were later invited, to include all parties with interests in the 
Pacific Far East, The delegates assembled in W ashington on 12 
November 1921.
The State Department asked President Clark to be its 
special counsel "for the preparation of certain matters in con­
nection with the Limitation o f Armament and the Far Eastern 
Conference;” just prior to its convocation, the Department also 
appointed him "expert assistant to the American commissioners 
appointed by the President to represent the Government of the 
United States at the Conference.’’ Later, he served as special 
counsel to Secretary o f State Hughes during the Conference. 
President Clark was influential in both the preparation and 
the actual progress o f the Conference.
President Clark believed that the Conference was o f "ut­
most far-reaching importance to the peace, progress, and pros­
perity o f the world and the happiness o f its peoples.” 188 He 
understood the possible weaknesses o f such a conference and 
made suggestions to mitigate them, but certain o f his im­
portant suggestions were ultimately dropped. He suggested
’“ Bailey, Diplomatic History, p. (539. President H ard ing  resented Borah's 
initiative because the form er was trying to ga in  support fo r h is ow n plan of 
an "association o f nations."
’“’Ibid.
’“ Clark, "P relim inary  Suggestions," p. 1.
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that two categories of disarmament issues be entertained by 
the Conference: first, the "direct problems,” such as the size, 
extent, and character o f armaments; and second, the "indirect 
problems,” such as the necessity o f framing new war codes 
to implement the direct problem solutions. Regarding the size 
and extent o f armament, he suggested a specified per capita 
tax; that is, that no more than a certain sum per capita per 
year should be spent on armament by any nation.189 H e recog­
nized, however, the existence o f a popular demand for some 
limitation upon the numerical size of both armies and navies 
of the world powers, and a need to meet this demand if possi­
ble, President Clark considered the problem of the character 
of armament to be equally important to that o f its size and 
extent, yet none o f his suggestions on this point were incorpor­
ated into the W ashington Conference. He believed that it 
would be most important to consider the extent and purpose 
of future use of aircraft, submarines, and poisonous gases. 
He observed, “ the promiscuous and uncontrolled use o f these 
instrumentalities during W orld W ar I, was of such notorious 
character, was so deservedly reprobated by the people o f the 
world, that there must be a radical curtailment of their use 
in the future.” 190 H e felt nothing could justify the govern­
ment’s failure to use its influence to restrict the use o f these 
instrumentalities. Historians have judged this failure to in­
corporate the character o f armament provisions into the Con­
vention to be its "fata l flaw .” 1"3
The decision to limit the W ashington Conference on dis­
armament to naval disarmament was grounded on three re­
lated assumptions: (1 ) that the armaments really dangerous to 
American security and world peace were naval armaments; 
(2) that the significant rivalry in naval armament was in 
capital ships, large cruisers, and aircraft carriers; and (3 )  that 
the limitation of armament should be based on the principle 
of parity among the naval powers.10-
ls,H e  suggested that to establish the per capita tax une m ust consider: 
population of countries, extent of national territory, d istribu tion  of national 
territory, am ount and character of colonial or o ther territo rial possessions, 
length of coastline, nature o f national territory, w hether in su lar o r largely land 
locked, revenues of the  nations, and budgets o f the nations, “ Prelim inary 
Suggestions,” pp . 5-6.
’““Ibid,, p. 7.
’“ B artlett, Policy and Power, p. 161.
’“'Bailey, Diplomatic History, p. 659.
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The final agreement on disarmament, commonly known 
as the Five Power Treaty, was signed on 7 February 1922.
It called for a ten year abandonment o f all building programs 
o f capital (battle) ships and the scrapping by the United 
States, Great Britain, and Japan of designated capital ships 
based on the ratio o f  5:5:3 respectively. France and Italy were 
later included to create a 5:5:3:1 -67:1.67 ratio.10’5 T o  compen­
sate for the difference in ratio, the United States, Great 
Britain, and Japan agreed that no power would strengthen 
its fortifications or naval bases in a designated area o f the Pa­
cific,194 A  limitation was placed on the size,1‘J” but not on the 
number o f small cruisers, and on the total tonnage o f aircraft 
carriers o f the United States, Great Britain, and Japan. There 
was no limitation on submarines, destroyers, or the types of 
weapons that could be used. Curtailment o f fortification in the 
Far East alleviated tension there, as the powers agreed to re­
spect each other's rights. Thus, Japan accepted a sm all naval 
ratio, but obtained greater security; Britain and America con­
sented to leave certain insular possessions without further pro­
tection, but retained greater tonnage in capital ships.
The second aspect of the W ashington Conference o f 1921 
specifically concerned international tensions in the Far East. 
This part o f the Conference produced two treaties: the Nine 
Power Treaty and the Four Power Treaty, under which the 
members o f the Conference and states later acceding197 agreed 
to "respect the sovereignty, the independence, and the terri­
torial integrity o f China, to refrain from securing special rights, 
privileges or spheres o f influence in China, and to consult
‘“ Conference on  L im itation  o f A rm am ents, W ash ing ton , D .C ., 12 N o­
vember 1922, p. 62. .
’“‘T h is area included the PhiUipines, G uam , M idway, A m erican Samoa,
and the A leu tian  Islands. .
’“ Cruisers were not to exceed 12,000 tons or to carry guns with larger
than fi-inch calibre. ..
1MT he A nglo-Japanese alliance was not the only problem , as turmoil 
prevailed in  the Far East, C hina still lacked a central governm ent strong 
enough to keep o rder o r to m aintain  its te rrito ria l in tegrity . A siatic Russia 
was also in  chaos, as the Bolshevik authority  extended only to l a k e  Baikal, 
and a separa tist republic functioned at C hita. Japan  had resisted prodding 
to re tu rn  the  K iaochow  leasehold to the authorities at Peking, to rem ove her 
soldiers from  the C hinese eastern fron tier, and to evacuate Russian territory. 
Certain territories form erly o f G erm an possession had been m andated to 
Japan by the Paris Peace Conference and confirm ed by the le a g u e  of N a­
tions Secretary H ughes challenged the legality o f such d istribu tion  without 
U. S. consent. K. W . Leopold, The Growth o f American Foreign Policy (1 9 6 2 J, 
pp. 428 and 429-
M!Be!gium , the N etherlands, Portugal, and C hina.
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together whenever one part to the Conference felt a situation 
had arisen that involved its provisions.” 108
Consequences o f the W ashington Conference are difficult 
to assess because o f long-range as well as immediate effects 
and entanglement with other events during the complicated 
inter-war period.193 From the diplomatic point o f view, the 
treaties emanating from the W ashington Conference were a 
substantial achievement as an example o f problem settlement 
by negotiation and compromise. Many critics o f the Confer­
ence have argued that because the armies o f the world were 
going to use any means necessary to win, the United States 
should have prepared to the ultimate and for the worst. Presi­
dent Clark countered that the armies and navies o f the world 
should not be allowed to plan such a holocaust. He expressed 
a value he perceived in disarmament conferences:
It may be true that after the war is under way the nations
will act as the critics have suggested, but the damage will
not be nearly so great and the effect on humanity and
civilization will be infinitely less if we have to prepare for
“ “Clark, “ P relim inary Suggestions,'1
f d iffering  opinions as to the success o f the W ash ing ton  C on­
ference. From  the d ip lom atic p o in t of view, the Five P ow er T reaty was a 
substantial achievem ent. It offered a heartening  exam ple of settlem ent of 
problems by discussion and com prom ise, I t  baited a dangerous naval arms 
race and fostered better relations am ong Pacific S tates." Leopold, American 
™ r»in  Poltcy, p. 443. Ruhl B artle tt states: "Secretary H ughes declared the 
Naval T reaty ■absolutely' ended com petition in naval arm am ent, Jeft the  
relative security o f the several pow ers unim paired and m ade 'perhaps the 
greatest forw ard  step  in h istory ' tow ard the 'reign  of peace.’ T h a t the T reaty 
was m ore im portan t fo r peace than the League of N ations w ould have been 
as the Secretary im plied m his last rem ark, was his judgm ent, b u t the  first 
two parts of his statem ent w ere inaccurate. Com petition in navai arm am ent 
was not ha lted  save in capital ships, w hile  the relative security o f the U  S 
was seriously weakened, fo r it no t only scrapped a greater quantity  of navai 
tonnage than  any o th er pow er, bu t also surrendered  the righ t to strengthen its 
position m  the area of greatest insecurity w hile  it left Japan  relatively 
stronger. Probably even m ore im portant, the w ide  acclaim given to the C onfer­
ence by the H ard ing  A dm in istration  strengthened the  idea that the  lim ita tion  of 
naval arm am ents was the surest road to w orld peace, that since harm ony 
allegedly now  existed am ong the g reat pow ers, the U. S. d id  no t need to 
strengthen its Navy w ith in  treaty lim its, and that fu rth er naval lim itation  
should be effected. As a result, th ree m ore naval arm s Conferences w ere 
held m  G eneva in  1927 and in  London in  1930 and 1935 . . . .  Relatively 
therefore, the U  S, and  B rita in  w eakened fu rth e r  their naval strength a t a 
time w hen w orld  stability  was rapid ly  d isintegrating. A lthough  the U  S 
began to _ strengthen its N avy after Japan  denounced the W ashing ton  Treaty 
in 1934, i t  w as no t un til 1938 that the U. S. and B ritain  began fu lly  to realize 
what they had  done or failed to do d u rin g  the previous sixteen years and 
hastily started  to rebu ild  their navies, bu t by tha t tim e it was too late to 
rectify their mistakes in tune to prevent the hum iliating  and costly defeats of 
1941 and 1942.' B artlett, Policy and Power, p. 170 .
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such measures after hostilities have begun, instead of plan­
ning and preparing it all beforehand.200
Although he believed in prepared self-defense, he opposed the 
very concept o f "total w ar," Preparation and planning of 
total war would only guarantee mass slaughter and the des­
truction o f all humanitarian advances o f civilization.201 Not 
being naive about the prospects for an enduring settlement, 
President Clark warned the American Committee that to hold 
out too great a hope regarding the results o f this type o f con­
ference would cause disappointment. H e believed that the very 
nature o f things made great advance in this area most im­
probable. Nevertheless, President Clark remained devoted to 
the principle o f disarmament and considered it to be a pre­
requisite to any substantial compliance with the laws o f war:
To bring us to our peace, we should have total, not partial 
world disarmament as the Atlantic Charter suggests. The 
reasons may be given in a sentence. You will no more have 
a world society of law and order by taking away the guns 
from a part of the gang and letting the others [have] theirs, 
than you will by having all of them tote all the guns they 
can carry,— and all history shows this last will not bring 
peace.202
President Clark, as a true professional, did not denigrate 
the value o f disarmament or war crimes agreements simply 
because he realized that they did not provide ultimate solu­
tions to world problems. He understood that governments 
are obliged to work in these areas and with those tools which 
are available to them; that often this will result in less than 
ideal solutions. However, if  governments refused to deal in 
any but long-term solutions we may not all survive the short­
term:
And may I be allowed here a word of' admonition,—It 
will not do for us to think these treaties may be dismissed 
with a contemptuous smirk that being merely treaties, they 
mean nothing, are made only to be broken, that they are 
valueless. This is the doctrine of despair and must not be 
propagated. For what, I ask you, is the alternative? If na­
tions may not establish by mutual undertaking the rules 
and principles by which they are to be governed; if the 
sovereign plighted faith of mighty peoples is hereafter to be
“ “Clark, "P relim inary  M em orandum  N o . 3 ”
™‘See sections on Force and  W a r  and Laws of W a r  in this a r tid e , 
-o:C lark, "Factors in the N ow -P lanned  P ost-W ar Internationa! Pattern ."
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freely and without censure, flaunted; if, in short, nations 
may not trust one another, then I say to you the world is 
lost. Because the alternative to life under free, common un­
derstanding, with mutual trust and forebearance, in an asso­
ciation of recognized, unconstrained peers, is domination by 
one or by few under such a rule of brute force as will 
plunge the world into chaos, and threaten humanity with ob­
livion. No, we may not cast aside these treaties as mere 
idle words under penalty of being overwhelmed by the out­
burst of righteous condemnation from all the peoples of 
the world.
But he feared that the best efforts o f  governments would not 
be sufficient:
But my heart is heavy with foreboding, because the nations 
(ours among them) are proposing to arm on a scale never 
before equalled in the history of the world; and armed 
nations have always been fighting nations. I fear Armaged­
don is not yet fought, and, if fought with this weapon, .we 
shall pray the Lord to fulfill his promise: ’
'And except those days be shortened, there 
should no flesh be saved: but for the elect's 
sake those days shall be shortened.' (Matt. 24:22)™
CONCLUSION
The basic beliefs o f President J. Reuben Clark, Jr. on 
international law and order are startlingly relevant to the issues 
of today. This would probably come as no particular surprise 
to President Clark. Speaking to a university audience during 
the Korean W ar, he answered the charge that his views on 
international order were dated by time with the answer that 
human nature does not change; in its basic elements it now is 
as it was at the dawn of history, as our present tragic plight 
shows. Even savages inflict no greater inhumanities than are 
going on in the world today.’’204
The goals toward which he strove are as desirable and as 
necessary o f attainment today as they were at the beginning 
of this century. H e devoted his professional life to working 
toward the goal o f establishing the rule o f law rafter than of 
force as the central factor in international life. H e was im­
placably opposed to the perversion o f Hobbesian thought 
which said that brute power or force, and law, are synonymous.
“ “Clark, "The Awesome Task of Peace."
■’’’Clark, "O u r  D w indling .Sovereignty ."
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H e opposed international arrangements among the great pow­
ers to keep the peace by enforcing the status quo upon smaller 
states by policies o f intervention, colonial rule, or imperial 
governance. H e possessed a revulsion for aggressive war un­
surpassed by any current commentator known to this writer. 
H e believed in the efficacy o f international agreements to 
curb war and to circumscribe its means and mitigate its effects 
if  all efforts to avoid it failed. He believed in the necessity of 
achieving disarmament agreements and served as a principal 
adviser in several such conferences, -as he believed, consistent 
with prophets before,205 that armaments possessed would even­
tually be armaments used. He devoted much of his professional 
life toward the development o f peaceful techniques o f dispute 
resolution, from political and diplomatic means such as medi­
ation, good offices, conciliation, and inquiry or fact-finding, 
to judicial techniques such as arbitration or formal court pro­
cedures. H e believed that the United States had a particular 
role to play as a peacemaker in world affairs, as a city which 
was set upon a hill, for other nations to see and emulate. 
This position, he believed, could be sustained only through 
the maintenance o f separateness sufficient to insure a political 
neutrality which would allow this country to perform the role 
of peacemaker and arbiter; not by forcible means as the 
world's policeman, but by the force o f moral example in which 
our civilization would attract the emulation of others by the 
sheer desirability of our society. Then, he believed, out of 
Zion should go forth the law, to be adopted by the nations 
of the world o f their own will.200
W hether such neutrality could be maintained by one of 
two superpowers around which mud) of the rest of the world 
is polarized may be doubted. It would be unfair to President 
Clark, however, to impose upon his identification of basic 
goals the particular modalities o f their accomplishment which 
he would have employed at an earlier time under vastly differ­
ent circumstances. For while human nature has shown de-
““Brigham  Y oung  saw this and lam ented it as the U n ited  States was on 
the brink of civil w ar: "W h en  the nations have fo r years turned m uch of their 
a tten tion  to m anufacturing  instrum ents o f death, they have sooner o r later 
used those instrum ents. O u r nation , E ngland, France, G erm any, A ustria, Italy, 
and o ther nations have exercised their inventive skill, and expended much 
m eans in  inventing  an d  fabricating instrum ents of death . . . .  F rom  the 
au thority  o f all h istory, th e  deadly w eapons now  stored up and being m anu­
factured  w ill be used . . . ." Journal o f Discourses 8 :157.
“ “C lark, " In  T im e of W ar."
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pressingly little change for the better since the two W orld 
Wars, the structure o f the international system has altered 
from that o f a European “ balance” to that o f a  polarization 
between two superpowers. Each fears that its withdrawal from 
active international political involvement would see the other 
quickly move into the void, whether by imperial governance or 
hegemoniaj influence. And yet both superpowers have had 
more than sufficient reason to question the nature o f their in­
volvement in areas within and without their so-called "security 
zones” or spheres o f  influence. Interventionism has turned 
as sour for the intervenors as it has always been for the victims 
of such presumptuousness. Both states have seen the limita­
tions o f their effective power and may now hopefully possess 
less o f that hubris which could lead to their destruction.
The basic goals remain. The role o f peacemaker can only 
be exercised effectively by persuasion, not by force. And that 
in turn requires that the spiritual, moral, and cultural house 
of the would-be peacemaker be in order. The need for the 
elimination of aggressive war, the mitigation o f the results 
of war when it cannot be avoided, the better way of peacefully 
resolving disputes and limiting a disastrous arms race are all 
more necessary now than before. A policy of colonial or im­
perial interventionism is no more desirable now than in 
earlier years. And each goal possesses that basic prerequisite—  
the health o f our own domestic polity based upon an increase 
in the force o f our spiritual, moral, and intellectual values. 
For this is the fundamental strength o f the nation.207
‘"" And now, w e can behold th e  decrees o f G od concerning this land, 
tin t it  is a land o f prom ise; and w hatsoever nation shall possess it shall 
serve God, o r  they shall be sw ept off w hen the fulness of his w rath  shall come 
upon them. A nd the fulness o f his w ralh cometh upon them  w hen thev are 
ripened in  iniquity.
"For behold, th is is a  land w hich is choice above all o th er lands; w here­
fore he th a t do th  possess i t  shall serve G od or shall be  sw ept off; fo r it  is 
the everlasting decree of God, A nd i t  is no t until the fuiness o f in iqu ity  
among the children  of the land, that they are sw ept off.
com eth un to  you, O  ye G entiles, that ye may know  th e  decrees 
ot God— that ye may repent, and  not continue in your in iquities until the 
fulness come, th a t ye may not b ring  dow n the fuiness of the w rath  of God 
upon you as th e in h a b ita n ts  of the land have h itherto  done.
Behold, this is  a  choice land, and  w hatsoever nation  shall possess it 
shall be free from  bondage, and  from  captivity, and from  all o th er nations 
under heaven, if  they w ill bu t serve the G od of the land, w ho is Jesus 
Christ who hath  been m anifested by the things w hich w e have w ritten  ” 
(Ether 2 :9 -12 .) '
"And I, the Lord, w ould  figh t their battles, and th e ir ch ildren 's battles 
and their children 's children 's until they had avenged themselves on all their 
enemies to the th ird  and fou rth  generation ." (D octrine  and Covenants 9 8 :3 7 .)
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May God endow us with knowledge and understanding; 
help us and our allies to see our task aright; give us under­
standing of men and nations; bestow upon us justice, 
tempered with mercy; enlighten us that we see the things 
that matter as against those that do not; give us discernment 
of men and nations; put pride and arrogance, self-righteous­
ness and intolerance, hate and revenge, from our hearts, and 
plant into peoples’ hearts the ways of peace, and righteous­
ness, they forsaking force and the rule of might; give us, 
above all else, wisdom to govern in accordance with the 
eternal principles of the everlasting gospel, for in no other 
way and by no other process will peace come permanently to 
men,208
’“ Clark, "T h e  A w esom e T ask of Peace.”
Clark is an able man. He works hard, thinks straight, 
and has the capacity of getting at the bottom of things. He 
is one of the few men to whom, after listening to their 
statement of a case, I feel justified in giving an opinion 
without reading all the documents myself.
John Bassett Moore, eminent jurist 
and authority on international law
In my judgment [Reuben Clark] is perhaps the soundest 
international lawyer in this country . . . .  W ere I President,
I would make him Chief Justice of the Supreme Court . . . . 
No one could have gone there better equipped at the start.
Philander Chase Knox,
Secretary of State
